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Jones to recommend appeal

Lassiter rules in favor
ofMurray on tax issue
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by the Ir. I/ It bolCs office Taxes
that time
ing
its
within
taxes
utility
receive
to
right to levy and
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own district independent of the Capoway County
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thence A DA . the formul.1 used until now and which
this morning.
favoni:c.Illow.o. by about 2 to I
In a 11-page judgment. the judge said" Murray
. .
.
had and has the right to- declare itself a separate
The Al A formula tor the three per. ent tav was
taxing district for the levying of the utility gross
put into effei t on Aug t5. 1104 and levieirl by the
receipts tax authorized by Chapter 160 of the Kenfiscal court. The General As....e_inbly atialgd a 19;1
tucky Revised Statutes. as amended in 1,976. that
permitting single s. boil district,
amendment.
until the date of the ftling of the petition on April n.
within a count. acting alone. to ga.U.Se tilt ta!C to be
levied.ininaldistrict alone • •
"We're pleased with the judgment." Murray" at- in lrth'r legislatitre placed the I-vvying powet
'torney Don Overbey said He declined further comthe futi•al •
the SChool ..distrios and . not
With
- ment pending a More in-depth study of lussiter's court It also determined that 'ea. 1. s. hoot
t
_
judgment: released about 10 a.m
authorized to levy its own •Ives in its own
was
-It will be my recommendation to the Calloway
district
•
County board to appeal the decision." Callowaji at
!••‘‘
.11!.
aMendtm•nt
1'171;
the
felt
Murray
Tilifffer
derlined
irria'
*.tones-said
He
torney Dan
tax..in tts own district vvit1.444it shar ing the pro
• comment pending more study of the document- - -.- coeds with Calloway on ion Al
Superintendents Robert Glin Jeffrey of Murray
ts
Calloway contended that sitter the ta4.
and Jack Rose of Calloway County were in
silt I okitO
ho,t'. I!!
meetings this morning and could not be contacted
began collecting fhe
1969, the boards S-hould ite forever manii.doril. tit
for comment on the decision.
Since the plantiff, Calloway County. filed suit wi • together as a ilonhined raving .fistri.t
.1
III
Calloway Courc!x iexpec ted
April. utility taxes'within the Murray district have
bOard.ineetin#:, 111 .1t t upon Jones' apj1.11.. I request
now
been placed into a special escrow account
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Into it Happy Hew ear Mr_ BABY BRINGS IN MEW YEAR — What wasto bee
to he celled .*T.J." was
Rnda11E(ean Sanders. Rt. 3, alarm:as Thernathl
pnia Tor Mr. and
born Jan. 1 at 12:00:01 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Mother and baby have done well during
their stay in the hospital and are scheduled to arrive home Tuesday.
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State's first baby born In Murray

sunny, cold

12:00:01 a.m. Saturday.
Just in time. Thomas James
Sanders was not only the first
baby of the new year in Calloway
County but also in the state.
The first child born to Randall
and Dorothy Jean Sanders, Rt.3,
as he is to be called, was
nine pounds,four ounces and 21 inches long.
For being the first born in
Calloway County,the Sanders also
won the New Baby Contest, a
special promotion of the Murray
Ledger is Times.
Various local Merchants

donated several gifts for the promotion.
Gifts include'.
Artcraft Photography. axle Color Photo; Sirloin Stockade, 2-oz.
Sirloin Dinners; Footprints, First
Pair of Stride Rite Shoes; Step
Ladder, Gift Certificate; Clinic
Pharmacy, 1 case Baby Formula;
People's Bank. Savings Account; Pier 1, Porcelain Bisque
Frame. The Big Dipper. Ice Cream Cake; Bank of Murray,
Savings Account; Begley's
Johnson's Baby Gift Set; T.J .'s
,Bar-H-Q, 11b. of Bar-13-Q; JCPen-

today's index

Few revond to transportation service
Murray Police Chief Paul Jerry
Lee and Calloway County Sheriff
David Balentine reported little
response to the county-wide New
Year's Eve transportation service
organized by the local law entorney's office.
According to Balentine and Lee,
only about four or five legitknate
rides were given Friday night,
however they both reported

receiving several crank calls.
County Attorney Max Parker,
'who devised the service, said it
was to get people who had too
°
Much to drink home safe.
No arrests were made from thservicer'e
—
- Three arrests were made during
the holiday weekend by the Murray Police Department,according
to Charles Peeler, police detective
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A PM graduate of then-Miwray
State Normal School led the efforts to reprint a Jan. 13, 1034,
newspaper describing in detail the
Ascently-opensd
Auburn Wells, who also served
as a leacher at the school far 25
yearn, mid he wanted to reprint
the section of The
News-Democrat.Paducah.so lies
pie of Murray and Calloway C.onnty could realise "the sentiment,
Ideas, hopes and dreams" of Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, Murray nate
founder, and Dr John W Van.,
first president
The issue was printed prior to
the completion of the first
semester of the school's first year
The front page has a photo of the
faculty and student body in front
of Murray High School bow Murray Middle School l, where they attended classes until the compie0011 Of Wrather Hail, Murray
State's first., building, now
Wreaker-West nemuCk y Museum
Article" concern the faculty.
Murray State as a school of the
future," the 1000 team, history
of the city of *way. and girls
basketball. TWO Mao are photos
of the causirsclisn of Wrather
Hell.

"Sixty years is *illy Of UMO 40
look beck." Wells said. "It's nice

to

understand what a normal

school was supposed to be. I'd like

to put it in the hands of r-nI o h..
iConlinurt1 I In rair

21

PAPER REM:F.11MM MJ'S FIRST DAYS — Auburn Wells looks over • reprint of the Jan. 13. lei.
Neweasmocrat newspaper which feeturwl Murray State Normal School during its Ant:semester
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Gov. Brown reviews year's cuts and economy
BySY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP — To Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., 1103 was a
continuation of -running government without politics in the best interests of the taxpayer"
He says it also was the third consecutive year in which the press
formed on petty tontroversy and ignored substantive accomphshmenta of his administration
challenge anyone to compere our record with any Mate." Brown
said in a recent interview An 16 5 percent cut in expenditures, yet
more growth, new expansion and more jobs"
Unlike 1981, when the administration produced a detailed report of
its purported accomplishments. it apparently Is foregoing the same
approach this year.
'When we gave the annual report last year. the media) weren't
and we had 30 pages of
interested. they said it was self-serving
said
Ihe-itautzor
'
documented facts,
For the past year. hr meMioned as solid achievements the $1
t,lhon defeasance of Kentucky's toll road program, which he said
would save tremendous sums, and the debt investment management
program, which he said is saving the state $50 million annually
Brown also cited cost-containment actions in the medical field, in-

cluding a temporary freeze on hospital construction.
And he said an example of his administration:3 innovation is Kentucky's pilot program to computenze food stamps, a step that, if successful, could spread throughout the nation in the 1910s.

"In depth" about bow Mate government operates and
ri"
lile
problems are.
Xtti
"You'd think that would be the top priority," Brown said.
He called it a "sad commentary" that the Readers Digest
magazine had to come along "and rank Kentucky the best-managed
date in the country along with Pennsylvania." while the state press
concentrated on negatives.
For the lame duck year — Brown will leave office in December —
the governor said he will "May on top of management instead of going out and perpetuating myself."
"When I get through. this might be it for me." he said. "I'm more
Interested in finishing with a strong record."
There has been speculation Brown is interested in a shot at the .
presidency in 1981. But the governor said be has not taken a lob
rating since last year "because I'm not naming for anything."
"When I get out and around the state, people are very receptive,
warm and supportive," he said.
"But right here in Frankfort, where we've had to attack and
change the bureaucracy,I get a lot of hest."
Brown said that circuinstance does not bother him nearly as much
as "the cynics and negativism, the constant criticism without fact,
this is new tome."
In the final analysis, he said, "the next governor will benefit more
than we will" from his administration's progress.
And overall, he added, being governor of Kentucky."is the best experience I've ever had."

"government Can wort, you can be more creative then I thought in a
bursa ucracy."
"If I found one thing most important, it's that you cannot be effective in management if you make political cammitments like they
(previous administrations have in the past." Brown said.
He said that more than half of the $1 billion spending reduction of
his term "was in sheer patronage,She people in the bureau:racy,the
people helping political campaigns. the personal service contracts,
the roads that were not high prierity."
•*When I came in, the people of Kentucky allowed me to be free."
he said "There wasn't anyone sitting in the office (the first day).
whereas inivery other administration,they say the line stretched all
the way to the(Capitol,rotunda."
He said his biggest disappointment,once again, was the trestment
his administration received from newspapers, which, he contended,
accentuated the negative Just to sell more papers.
Brown said that with all the positive ferment in hisikinUnistration.
the biggest issues to the pries seemed to be the $1.8 million Sikorsky
helicopter bought by the administration and the "Barkley confrontation." a reference to Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II and
the Mate Personnel Board in connection with sex harassment
charges filed by two former agriculture employees.
-I don't let these things bother me, but it's frustrating that the real
newsworthy things are not of primary importance as far as reporting
to the public is concerned." the governor said.
He contended the press never interviewed turn or his cabinet

The governor said his most pleasant surprise is finding that

Three-month-old child is victim City manager criticizes officer
of bizarre holiday auto accident
By The Associated Press
A high-speed police chase and
an unusual pedestrian accident in
Livingston County resulted in two
of the state's four traffic deaths
over the holiday weekend
It Ohm Walker. 2.3, of 1.4-dbetter.
was the fourth victim in traf64. accidents over the holiday weekend,
said state police Walker was a
passenger in a car driven by
James W Swinford, 21, of 1A-dbetter, who is reported in critical tomdttion.at Western Baptist Hospital
in Paducah, said a_ hospital
spokeswoman
Authorities say Swmford's car
was being chased by a McCracken
—Cour,* deputy sheriff when it ran
off U S 60 about 2.5 Miles east_ of
Paducah
No charges have been filed yet
in connection with the accident
that occurred at 2 14 a in
Sunday. said the Mt•Cracken
County sheriff's of
A bizarre til'fit'S of events on a
I ivingston County bridge resulted
in the death of a 3-month-old
Talladega. Ala , child and the
critical injury of his father
State police spokesman Barry
Marine said INinninc F'icco 11 V1 as

-•

killed about 6 a m. CST Saturday
after falling 75 feet from the
Cumberland River Bridge.
The accident occurred when a
van driven by the boy's mother.
Mary Fiero. 26, stopped on the
Cumberland River,Bridge on Interstate 24 after the van slid on
ice Mrs_Ficco and her husband,
Dominic, got out of the van, apparently to switch drivers. Marine
said
Then, he said, a car driven by
Juanita Brown, 41, of Paducah.
struck the van from behind, pinning Mrs Fur° between the van
arid the bridge guardrail Marine
said the boy was knocked from
Mrs Fteco's arms upon impact
the-seof-the-brifrite
The infant landed on a clump of
land, just short of the water
Marine said Dominic Faro, apparently thinking his son had
fallen into the water, jumped over
the bridge railing and landed near..
his son
The younger Vireo was flown to
a Nashville hospital where he died
Saturday afternoon
Ficco was listed in critical condition in the intensive care unit of
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, a
hospital spokeswoman said Sun-

day night. He ls,betng treated for

head injuries, multiple internal injuries and two broken legs, the
hospital reported.
Mrs. Ficco was treated at the
Caldwell County Hospital in
Princeton and released. Ms.
Brown was not injured.
van and car collision also
resulted in a four car pileup, but
Marine said none of the other
motorists involved was seriously
'injured
A Pike County man was the first
traffic. victim of 1983, said state
police
Robin Boyd, 19. of Sttelbiana,
died at 2:30 p.m. Saturday when

the car he was driving, ran_ off
Shelby Road in Pike County and
struck an idle railroad car.
Robert 1.. Perkins. 54, of Cynthiana, was killed Friday when his
car ran off Kentucky 353 in Herti.son County. shout 2.3 miles
north of the Fayette County line.
Eight people lost their lives during the holiday period a year ago.
which ran this year from 6 p.m
Thursday through midnight Sunday. The 1982 toll, with no delayed
reports, stood at 830 Monday, the
same as 1961.
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Judges...

i

have to disqualify themselves in
cases they heard while serving on
the appeals court level.
The Kentucky Constitution requires the governor to name
special judges to beer case; when
two or %ore of the sitting justices
are disql.Wified.
"We anticipate quite a few of
these," Stephens said, "so I have
compiled a list of lawyers and submitted them to the governor" for
selection of special judges.
The two major cases that face
the new Supreme Court in the next
few months are the separation-ofpowers suit between the administration of Gov. John Y..

Newspaper...
ICositiseed Frogs Pair 11

would be interested in this."
Wells has made approximately
500 copies available for free at all
branches of People's Bank and
Wank 4-114y,Calloway Ceintity
Public Library and Waterfield
Library at Murray State. Copies
are available darting today.
-Pride in the school" caused
Wells, also a star athlete during
his collegiate days, to have the
Issue reprinted.
He credits Dr. Li. Hortin.
longtime chairman of the Murray
State Department of Journalism:
Frank Fan, director of Murray
State Printing Services; and Lyle
Underwood. Creative Printers;
for their hard work on the project.
The Murray Ledger & limos
printed the newspaper as a public
service.

John D. Miller of Owensboro and
William R. Dunn of Covington —
also were to be sworn in by
Stephens on Monday.

Henry County man
dies Friday in
apartment fire
A Friday night fire in Paris,
Tenn., claimed the life of a 94year-old Henry County man.
The body of Claude Bandy was
found on the floor of his third floor
apartment located in the
Downtown Apartment complex in
Paris.
According to Fire Chief-George
Atkins, the blaze apparently
started in a basement apartment
occupied by George Webb Jr. who
stated he was in bed when he
heard a loud pop and saw fire race
across the ceiling. Webb was not.
Injured.
Seven-teen -ptople were
evacuated from the apartments
with the assistance of the local
fire, police and sheriff's departments. rescue squads andvolunteers.
Major damage to the structure
was confined to the basement unit
where the fire reportedly started
and to the unit directly above it.
Other damage was caused by
dense smoke and water.
Several firemen, police officers
and an -unidentified woman were
treated for smoke inhalation.
Tennessee State Fire Marshal
Jerry Riggs has been called to investigate the fire.

Suspects flee
following robbery
at Paris grocery

The Westwood Street location of
Jim Adam's IGA in Paris, Tenn.
was the scene of grand larceny
Friday, according to Paris Police
Chief Richard Dunlap.
According to reports, three people entered the grocery store at a

busy time. Two of the three apparently distracted the only
cashier on duty . When the cashier
wasn't looking the third person
opened ..the register drawer and
removed all of its contents.
The three suspects fled in a
green Ford toward Weakly County,according to Dunlap.
The amount of cash taken has
not yet been determined.
The incident occurred at about 2
p.m.

Benton man found
dead in Nashville
A Benton man was found dead in
a Nashville motel during the New
Year's weekend, according 143
authorities.
Tom Schannane, a Benton
wholesale car dealer who had
been living in Illinois., was found
dead with his hands and feet
bound by a cord. Authorities were
withholding the cause of death and
other information pending further
imestigation.

Clean up for energy savings

1/ No I-ee.,
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- coddling black
accused police of'
criminals" during the looting,
burning and rock- and bottlethrowing that followed the
shooting.
man last week, touching off two
In another development, Miami
days .of racial violence, violated
Maurice Ferre charged
Mayor
his
leaving
by
procedure
police
Dade County officials with neglecassigned area with his partner
ting the needs of the county's
and driving to the Overtown slum,
have been trying to help train his black communities while pouring
the city manager says.
money,limeand attention into the
Howard V. Gary.leading a city partner, but police have not
Investigation of the Dec. 28 fered an explanation for why the city zoo, port, a new rapid transit
shooting, would not say what, if two officers were out of their area. system and the airport.
Ferre, speaking on a radio talk
Gary also said he won't meet
any, punishment would be apSunday night, said county ofshow
who
leader
Klan
Klux
Ku
a
Of'
with
propriate for such a violation.
ficials stress "materialistic over
social! va4ies,"
Klin-rmembers handed out
racist literature in the city Sunday
and Bill Wilkinson, imperial
Brown Jr. and the legislature, and
OCeetisleed From Page If
wizard of the KKK's Invisible Embetween
cases
Court now goes to Stephens, who the consolidated
threatened a "major,
pire,
has been the.court's chief justice Brighton_ Engineering Co. of
77dernonstration -here
massive"
Trans
since tast Octaber-steptwris---was- irranktort am:VW-dam
months unless. the
two
within
to sviear in the new judices Mon- tenon Cabinet, triggered when
place.
takes
ting
former state Transportation
day..
to have a long wait
going
's
Stephens predicted that the new Secretary Frank Metts decided to
me," Gary answered.
for
wait
to
court will be hard-working, noting cancel a $212,560-a-year package
"This is a local problem and he
that the three new judges from the of state toll-road-inspection conhas nothing to do ith it."
appeals court are accustomed to tracts for Brighton.
nager also
- The black city
of
Appe8ff0
new
Court
Three
writing More .than 300 opinions
criticized the Klan lea ' threat
iites appointed by Governor.
each year and that leibson pun
of a major demonstration.'
• • • -- .
wn to fill the vacancies left by
long hours.
But Stephens Anilgerl thaubir
SuPrefTle C-citgt judges -7
former appeals court judges will Billy Ray Paxton of Central City
ficer Luis Alvarez, who is
Hispanic, was assigned to desk duty ,after shooting the 21-year-old
man in a video game arcade. Gary
would not discuss the case further.
"When I have gathered all the
facts, I will Make a 'decision," he
said Sunday night. The Miami
Herald reported that Alvarez may

By ROB FEINSTEIN
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (AP) — The police offirer who shot and killed a black
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Congressional increase
Pay increases for the members of Congress were'
part of the big money bill that was passed and signed by President Reagan.
Members of the House of Representatives will get
a 15 percent increase effective in 1983. Their annual
..
salary will go train $60.662 to $69,762.
Members of the Senate preferred to forego an increase in their government pay.. Instead, they got a
repeal of a rule that limited their outside earnings
in fees or "honoraria" for making speeches to outside groups. A rule scheduled to take effect in 190
would have limited senators' earnings to $9.000 a
year. The-everage total of such fees per senator in
1981 was $17.626•
There will be anger over the House pay increase.
- The members are keenly aware of this and
therefore arranged that there would not be a
recorded roll call vote on the issue. At a time when
12 million Americans are unemployed - the largest
number since the Great Depression, voters have
trouble accepting pay Increases for federal officials
who are already making more than most people.
But there should be greater anger over the action
taken by the Senate. There probably won't be.
because. the voters don't much care about
honoraria.
The honoraria arepaid by outside groups who
want to influence Congress_
There is a limit on the amount of each
honorarium -- $2,00Q. But there should also be a
limit on the total amount. We do not want our
senators to be relying too heavily on this kind of outside income. It is unseemly and unwise. The practice gives people the wrong idea that, the special interests having paid the piper, they are calling the
tune.
As for the congressmen, they have not received a
pay increase since 1279. The 15 percent increase is
justified to keep up with inflation. And the pay of
34,000 high military and civilian officials of the
federal government, frozen since 1979, will also be
increased, not unduly.
The cost of the legislative branch of the federal
government is out of control -- not, however, on ac--count- -of- -the- level , of -pay---for- the • -legislators-themselves. It is the overgrown staffing, the high
staff salaries, and the other expenses that have
built the cost of the legtslative branch to more than
$1 billion a year. That is almost $2 million a year per
member. Many senior congressmen control large
committee staffs, in addition to their personal
staffs;
Congress should trim its bureaucracy in this time
of record budget deficits- The Senate should restore
a limit on the members' take in speaking fees. But,
as retiring California Congressman Clair W.
B.urgene, H-La Jolla. told the House during the pay
incrase debate, if the government failed to pay
reasonable salaries to members of Congress, only
millionaires or ne'er-do-wells could afford to serve.
r

by sy romsey

General Assembly to meet Tuesday
FRANKFORT. K.. AP - The
General Assembly begins a four-dab.
organizational session Tuesday. the
first in history. under a recent constitutional change, and selection of
leadership is the main item on the
agenda
Actually, the' legislature could
meet for a maximum of 10 days. but
the membership.will be the .same for
the year and the full peri-W- was
deemed unnecessary
At the next organizational seesion.
in January 1985, there will have been
an election the previous _November
for, all 100 House seats, so many new
members will need orientation
The leaders will be elected for both
1143 and the 1984 session
Thus, ..when:• the next governor
takes office in Pecember, he or she
will not be able to estortany influence
on those races, as used to be tly case
when -Prelegislative sessions were
-held immedialeiy litter the governor
was elected.
The leaderstup_picked • this week
will serve if any special session is
. called latergus_year by Gov. John V
,Brown Jr.. who goes out of office in
December and cannot succeed
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business mirror
AP). - You reach
WEGOTA,S
Charles Rellman's farni compound
after dnving lonely miles through
treeless farms and ranches on roods
that run straight to the horizon, clean
ass draftman's line.
Driving home from a meeting with
bankers in Aberdeen, 55 miles northeast, Hellman and his fiance, Lois
Papousek, conceived s des of
to save Bellman F ring
foreclosure
"I didn't think I had any rights,
that creditors just led you down the
pith." he said. "I was depressed. It
was my business, my home,and all I
had worked for and everything my
parents had'worked for."
But he and Lois remembered having read about a law allowing
businesses to reorganize rather than
accept foreclosure.
Instead of meeting with the
bankers on Dec. I, 19111 to arrange the
sale of farm assets, he and Lois filed
for protection under Chapter 11 of the
bankruptcy law, seldom used ,by
farmers.
Chuck and Lois stIll work-the farm
with a hired hand and her teen-age
son, Kelly -We've gained • year
with no interest, we've got money In
the bank, grain in the bins And cattle
to sell to pay an our loans." he said.
They clid more Chuck wrote- and
published a small book on how to
save farms from foreclosure, and he
and Lots founded an organisation to
spread the word. So far, they've written or apokaa to 1.100 farmers in 47
states. Many them have similarly
sought court Witection.
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binstein remembered
kmerican'aä.ices didn't warm up to painist
Arthur Rubinstein bqil the 1930s. when he was in
middle age, married 1n4had traded many of the
outh for six to nine
bacchanal pleasures of
hours of daily practice.
Rubinstein became a "hit" aft a Sol, Huroksponsored ap'pearance at Carnegie Hafrakage 50 in
1937 that made up for two earlier and unstçsful
American tours. For the next four decades, his
chless tone, virtuosity, artistic romanticism and
electrifying stage personality made him the most
popular and respected pianist of the 20th century.
Until failing eyesight forced his retirement in
1976. Rubinsteinplayed more concerts before more
people and grossed more money - although he has
said he would have played for nothing - than any
other classical musician in history.
A peerless interpreter of fellow Polish musical
giant, Chopin. Rubinstein also was known for his
Brahms. Schumann, Schubet, Beethoven, Liszt,
Ravel and Debussy. In later years. Mozart was said
to be his favorite although the very last music
Rubinstein heard before his recent-death at 95 in
Geneva, Switzeland, was a recording of Rossini's
lighthearted "Barber of Seville."
In his autobiography, Rubinstein conceded that
Vladimir Horowitz was the better pianist, but not
the better musician:-Two other factors that critics
contend set Rubinstein apart from possible competitors were theboundleas Joy of musk he shared
with his audiences and a miraculous capacity for
musical growth that defied advancing age.
Musk lovers are fortunate to have -Inien able to
share such a long and rich career with this incomparable pianist and musician.

faded
Richardson and his Senate • unic r
part.. President Pro 1 s• ill
rateliere is t link to Iioth GoP con- Prather. D-Vine 1:roY t• appear safe
tests .4 iverstreet 'said a main reason enough. which would satisf the
he wants the post is that Bunning is leading I iemocratir candidates fat
likely to defeat Stuart. which would governor Prather is a.leatiel in 1
It-aye- NI wthrtit Kentucky residents Goy Martha 1-tY
1k:Flolottl 111
in control of the bepublreans in high paign .1111.1
1.01MVIlle Stay or liar‘e%
's
chambers
overctreet .11so n•tted that 1.1, l'..411411.111411
Pie
lek.!1Si.111%
ainen.lnwrit
Thomas of Fort Mitchell. the -state
pr .'.f
v••ters w-hit
ise
1;1 11' C11:11r1h.ih illSo Is from Nort.cgdt hr
thern hunto k an arca that usually the
No% .1.1.1114.1 1011 Atli'. O
complains about being .i stepchild in Like t'firt
be (till, implemented iii Novi :Owl
state politit
Things seem quieter on the
-At the \tart. all Ion 11.,tis_e member s
I iernocratic front. at least in the
Senate whet e the party chieftains ale %ere ele, bed for three ear :nstead "t
pear -3. errrrli to keep their positions inc-year terms. 'and h:ilf theui
senators were .elect.••1 lot fit ,..%1•.11
without challenge
In the House, fb-;.re• is talk of' op instead of four-year tern!,
The of ganizata,ntal
is the
position to Oa% id lhomas,on of
Th444. fic51
House speaker -pro _next
Licirdersoii
trill pi othibly from 1 )4 on lilaridf;u41 if other half of the St - nat.'t.l t'• flu&
J'hilpot. and I. t discus Chairman lull toms for five year terms Things will ieturn 11-101.• !•• 1101111.A
01.1t11!.
IT10.
'
- *011e , p.11,
itC
,,,lori
t•i•• •ntirc
hith the tqfli se.
.
from Freed t 'tird of Murray
For a time there wa,_talk of an at_ House faces etc+. twit_ 1+.
•••51.111
..ust House'Sp-i7aker Bobby. 1+% the SeeOn1111 44-1:61111';'.01..ft
ten lot
, but that has iii 3.11111:11% 1 183
hardson

undergoing back surgery . which he
for that
said could change his plans
._

himself
Brown had called a spa. ia: ses.sion
to consider his flat rate proposal for
the state income tax and it %kits to
have started next week But the
governor delayed that call until
March or later .
For the organization session. the
interest focu.ses on the considerably,
outnumbered Republicans rather
than the dominant lietnochats •
Two GoP law-Makers who may
seek statewide office- in coining years
are challenging the minorit• leader
ship ,
One is state Sen Jun Running of
Fort Thorriii<-try'iiig--tO' oust Seri
Eugene Stuart of Prospect as Senate
GOPleader
Running is intereSteil in a 1' s
Senate race or 1984 when I hulloi rat
incumbent Walter -:*--De•-•• 1Ttid
dleston's term is up So is Mitt II M.-Connell,the JeffersonColuity
The other GOP legislator is Rep
Hay Overstreet of labert% %NI is
trying to-take ,the -House mi On It!,
post from Rep Art Schmidt of Cold
"
Spring
Overstreet had become an informal candidate for governor hef••re

‘" arni"%.1111.0

by john cunniff

Ten years ago
Regina Faye Ilargri AT -laughter
of Mr and Mrs Donny HargrOye,
was the first baby town here in 1973
She arrived Jan fat 12 10p in
.1 iea ths . reported include_ .A.1r.s..
Helen Walker. 1;7,.Atilte Stranalt._
Mrs Mary 1:aric ('lass,73. Mrs _Alice
Noel'
i ;ream.- fr: 'hrto
Oat is. fit.e..iay 5. 1;0 Warren, 1;4,
Toy Brandon. 78, Henry Hopkins, 65,
Benjamin Earl Feltner. ;9, anti
-Russell Wells. 61)
A feature story ;iliout Calloway
1.1/1lii1iii 1900. written hy 1..1
tin. is published today The facts
were taken from a l'4v of - the
w spa per, - - Calloway T1111.0 S.,
published during that year
Major and Mrs Stan Young and
dayightels of Fort Hot0, Ireltilfi, spent
the holidays with their parents. Mr
and MIS Alfred Young and Mr anti
Mrs Bruce King
Twenty years ago
The twilit. uf Mr and Mrs Floyd
t;tirlatkl of ficar Almo was destroyed
by fire on I tet• 30
reported include Nrym
I /calk*:
Wall, 83, and Aubrey Shekell
A son born to Mr _and Mr-S. -low
Thompson was the first baby born in
Calloway Ctninty in 1963. The baby
was born.Jan 1 at 1 24a in
Recent births reportedat the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr, and
Mrs Curtis Nicla.rinott, a girl to Mr
anti Mrs Joel Morefield. a girl to Mr
and Mrs Jimmy Garland. ii girl to
Mr and Mrs I;regur", Ferguson and
girl to Sir arid_ Mrs James
Raspberry
In- arid Sirs Paul H Risk of West
1...ifity tile. Ind , hare been the guests
of Mrs Risk's mother, Mrs. A 14
Austin. and brother,11frIegg-Austlii
and f
Thirty years ago
Robert- ir Miller. local attorney-.
will direct the PtA March of Dimes
innigrnpl.111-1%1110Vid

equut‘ ratio had fallen below limits
ck Beaman,50, is a hardy. verT.; .11 e 1kflItlitKlitte them, he sold 500
A former military pilot,
satile
pairs for $650 d pair 4 yciir_
-ow-calf
he worked' ard a doctorate at the
1979, he believes he could
in
at
taught
University of
nesota.
$700 a head
nave
obtained
the University of
h Dakota and
hack &w it awl:insell
to
tried
I
once owned a new
AIM'
•r
into worse trouble
kept
getting
stead
million. 3.1)
c-ptaltut .1-4p4 sere-les&
,
_bet
He bought the -farm'
than what _I had paid." he said
parents in 1974. when it roruusted o
such conditions. land
960 acres worth $145 an acre. in•>liecatise
frit, proba bly
understandably
--peters
cluding -Muse and bartiL iind andthei -acre
$211Yarr
to
3,200 leased acres. That year he
Credtt'A^
"The.4ittnk,- the I'rtidit
bought another 160 acres for $20,000,
credit
of
union
sort
a
Association,
and in 1975 he added 960 acres for
operated under the Farm .,ertslit
$187,200 Together with $240,000
Association, told hull to sell -volunworth of equipment and short term
'artily "
assets such as cattle, he valued the
That's 'when la. and I Ans filed to
property at $506,000 in 1975.
reorganize, betting that crop and
In 1981, with land values having
land values wouldrise again, and that
soared to about $360 an acre, he
interest rates would rise again So
estimated the value at $2 5 million,
their reorganization plan hasn't
far,
Including 2,000 cattle at $700 a head
been accepted
But more than inflation was occurMeanwhile, they' founded
ing. Crop prices were falling, and
an acronym for.. Farmers
FAMINE,
drought had cut yields.
Merge in the 19110s. and
America
of
Worse, Interest rates were rising
mimeographed letters
sending
began
profits
Still, the lack of operating
to every newspaper in the country.
forced Chuck to do what most other
informing farmers how to protect
farmers were doing. He borrowed on
themselves.
the inflated equity in the farm. His
Lois is a stunning blonde who can
loans mounted to 12 million.
rule as horse or tractor, research
"When they Jacked up interest
legal and economic data,and pound a
rates they put us out of business." he
typewriter. She is organized, and
related softly, always with grim
humor at the awful twists of fate..._ • seemingly. tireless. -"I'd -bv•
booby hatch without her." said
Atop it all. drought forced him to
Chuck
send cattle all the way to Nebraska
The two, who hope to marry when
for pasture.
._
matters are sellted, met after
legal
Then the bankers called him to•
father of two grown sons, was
Chuck,
Aberdeen. The Production Credit
Laic divorced long before,
divorCed.
Association, to whom he owed most
dance hail
a
owned
told
him
his debt to
of the money,

COnnt

/calks, reported include I i-nylon
On,48
Ann Fenton, daughter of 11 .1 Fena student at St
ton of Murray
Mary-of-Woods 'College in St Mary-of:Woods, Intl
r
Nelda Marie Turner-.
Mr and Mrs Trumaii-Turna-,--W-asMarried 10 1.1 James I AWTC11.,Li: MI or •
rill, Jr.. 'son of Mr and Mrs .1 1.MorrtIT. Sr , of I A/VirS On I )44'
MT and Mrs Ralph Jetton tif
spent the holidays with
Aiken. S
Mrs Jetton's mother. Mrs A G
Hughes
Showiwat the Viirsit‘ l'hcatre is
-CaribliVin" starring hottn Payne,
Arlene Dahl and Sir Cedric Hatawicke.
I
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Mothers with sick children offer mutualsupport
-

FRIEDENS, Pa AP I
-- Two baby girls. Sara
Bowser and Molly
Freund, have brought
their mothers together
across 3,000 miles. united

in love for their
daughters who are dying
of the same hincurable,
untreatable enzyme
disease.
The children,, dressed
in identical pink
pinafores and pink-andwhite print blouses Molly's mother made for
them, lie on the living
room floor in the
Bowsers' Somerset County home, as their mothers
discuss their common
bond with a reporter
Both girls have brown
eyes -and blonde hair,
withSara's a little darker
than Molly's Molly. age
4, reaches to play with
Sara's barrettes, and 2year-old Sara in turn of-

fers Molly her bottle
Sara, 31 inches long and
16'7 pounds, is able to roll
over on her own, a major
accomplishment. and
flirts with visitors
Molly, also 31 inches
long and 20 pounds, can't roll over or sit up But
both girls are able - to
maneuver around. to
babies walkers
Neither one will ever be
toilet-trained, and taking
care of them is a full-time
job But they are happy
babies, their mothers
sa
Sara appeared'normal
at birth, Vicki Bowser
says, but soon developed
a curvature of the spine.
weak bones and dropped

Includes Robes, Slacks
Sleepwear, Sweaters 8. Vests

• SO PASSES •

8:30-5:00 Dixieland Center on Chestnut
7-53-8365

wrists. When she was 2'2
months old, she stopped
gaming weight, and her
pediatrician, Dr. Ajay P.
Singh of Somerset. sent
her to Children's Hospital
in Pittsburgh.
After a month of testing
and the taking of a skin
biopsy which requires
three months to grow in a
culture. Sara was finally
diagnosed as having !cell disease
medically
known as mucolepedosis
11 disorder of I ysosonth
metabolism
Later, she developed
the facial characteristics
of a child who has Down's
syndrome and her heart,
liver and spleen enlarged
went through a long
period of adjusting."
Vicki says "I was mourning the loss of my normal daughter Before
Sara was born I couldn't
imagine life being like
--now that I've adjusted to it. I can't imagine life without her "
.orena Freund, who
brought her daughter
Molly from their home in
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho; to
meet the Bowsers. recalled Molly was diagnosed
at Children's Hospital in
Seattle at the age of 9
months.
She was told her
daughter would be
severely mentally retarded, would never grow
longer than 31 miles,
would never walk or
crawI or even roll over,
and would most probably
die at the age of 2 or 3 of
congestive heart failure.
° Her birthdays are the
nlest , 14)rena says
Were so excited Molly's
made it to 4 But it's a
countdown. we're one
year. loser to losing

her."
Even if a cure were to
be found tomorrow, its
too late for Molly and
Sara. The damage to
their organs is too severe
to overcome. There are
only eight documented
cases of I-cell disease on
,record, and the child who
lived the longest died at
the age of 7.
Both parents must
carry the recessive,
defective gene for a baby
to be born with the
disease and the chances
are one in four that a
child born to those
parents will have I-cell
disease
The lioivsers and the
Freunds have been fortunate as they each have
two healthy children.
Vicki and her husband.
Karl, who is an aircraft
mechanic with Air Flex.
have sons, Michael, 11,
and Jasow,-8 `Lorena and
her husband, Dennis, who
has a . State Farm insurance agency, have a
son, Tim, 8. and a
daughter, Jenny, 7,
The two women met
through the MPS
(mucopolysaccharidoses Society in
New York, a support
group for people who
have children suffering
from enzyme disorders.

Lynne Cothran who
recently returned from a
tour of Washington, D.C.,
and New York City,
related highlights of her
trip to the Sixth Grade
Class at Southwest
Calloway Elementary
School.
The tour included the
Washington Monument,
Lincoln and Jefferson
Memorials, Monticello,
the National Archives,
the Smithsonian, the Na-

A divisional. round-robin Rook tournament Will
be held for the third straight year at Lake Barkley
State Resort Park on Friday,Saturday and Sunday,
Jan. 21 to 23. The tournament is designed for all
skill levels.
Teams should register by Thursday. Jan. 20, by
telephoning Bill Stevens at 1-924-1171. Each team
must pay a $5 fee and provide a new deck of Rook
cards. Fees should be made payable to Lake
Barkley State Resort Park.

Tennis play_Thyrsday
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tioruil Cathedral and the served in a New York
Arlington Cemetery.
soup kitchen and had
At the cemetery on Thanksgiving dinner at
Nov. 22, she observed a Sardis.
memorial service for
Other sites visited were
John F. Kennedy mark- the Empire -State
ing the 19th anniversary EtuIldin_g, Statue of Liberof his assassination. Pre'- ty, the United Nations,
sent at the service were Radio City Music
Joan, Ted and Rosemary Times Square and Central Park
Kennedy.
In New York she saw a
On her return home,
Broadway play,attended she visited an Amish
the Macy's Day Parade, farm.

Mr. and Mrs. Scott Warren of Mayfield are the
parents of a daughter. Jodie Lynn, born Tuesday,
Dec. 14, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mrs. Judy Johnson of
Mayfield, C.L. Warren of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Riley of Mayfield.

Library hours listed
Hours of the Libraries at Murray State University
will be from 8 a.m. to 4:30 pm.today,. Monday,Jan.
3, through Friday, Jan. 7. The libraries will be closed Saturday and Sunday.

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Jan. 8,-from 9 to 10:30 a.m. at
Kenlake Tennis Center. Thelf611011111Thiset at 8:15
a.m. at home of Marilyn Adkins to go to Kenlake.
Substitutes will be Agnes Payne, Bobby Weatherly.
Cathy Young and Judy Latimer.
The lineup is as follows: Group I — Vickie Baker,
Norma Frank, Gayle Foster and Janice Howe;
Group II — Marilyn Adkins. Annie Knight, Becky
Wilson and Sheila Grogan.

Group C of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play Tuesday, Jan. 4, at 11 a.m. at
Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to
Kenlake. Lineups will be formed-on Tuesday.

Goshen women will meet
The United Methodist Women of Goshen Church
will meet Wednesday, Jan. - 5, at 7 p.m. at the
church. All members and interested, women are
urged to attend, a spokesman said.

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah
hospitals were John Mahan of Murray from
Western Baptist;- Diane Beale and Dorothy
Wagoner of Murray from Lourdes.

Ladies' SKIRTS
Fildids *toes Solids
Pltated.....2Lote__ others
ENTIRE STOCK
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Jr MiSsy & Half Sues—

SWEATERS

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mon, Rt. 2, Benton, are
the parents of a daughter, Amber Jean, weighing
nine pounds. measuring 2ks inches, born Tuesday,
Dec,21. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Dillon, Rt.
I. Dexter,.and Mr. and Mrs. Reginel Scillion, Rt. 2.
Benton. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence--Willard,- Rt. .2, -Benton:- and--Mrs. Fairy
-Pritchett. Rt. I. Dexter.

Discount cords available
The 1983 Senior Citizens Discount Cards are now
available at the Senior Citizens office located at St.
John's Episcopal Church at 1630-West Main St. The
new cardis blue-witlithe- year 1083 recorded on it
for easier identification by the participating merchants.
To be eligible for thi discount card an.lndividual
must be 60 years or older and live in Murray or
Calloway County. Donations are accepted but if a
Senior Citizen cannot afford to make the *3 donation, he or she will receive the card at no charger
The donation money is put right back into the Senior
Citizens program for Calloway Countians, a
spokesman said.

„Youth choir planned
Youth Choir at First Baptist Church will resume
on Wednesday. Jan. 5, at 6:15 p.m. The group will
prepare for the musical, "Hello Paul.," to be
presented in February.
Following choir rehearsal, youth prayer meeting
will be at 7 p.m. Regular prayer meeting at the
church will be at 6:45 p.m. WIttithe fellowship supper to precede at 5:45 p.m. at Fellowship Hall of the
church.

Presbyterians plan events
Events at the First Presbyterian Church on
Wednesday, Jan. 5, will be choir practice at 6 p.m.
and youth group at 6:30 p.m.

Parking car tips listed
DETROIT i
Here are tips on where
not to park your car. if
yOii Want to avoid parking
lot scrapes.
Do not park:
Near the entrance to
a major shop or business,
or behind a van or truck
At the end of a row.
Drivers looking for pout-

ble spaces to park
sometimes cut a corner
too closely.
-- Next to a vehicle
that has been "through
the meat grinder." If the
owner doesn't care what
the vehicle looks like,
what are the- chances
he'll won":about yours?

Crew & V Neck
Fashion Colors
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Manchu,Jan.3
Marray-Calloway
Cosily Mental Health
anc Mental Retardation
Bard will meet at 4 p.m
at MamSt.
tectivery, Inc.. will
rrset at 7:30 p.m. at
Haab Center. North
Siventh and Olive
Steets

MS R a world of action.
arid not for moping and
droning 4n
Charles
IPickeri6

J•nuars 3 1963

ree and Accepted tests will be given from
Masons will meet at 7.30 noon to 2.p.m. at Murray
p.m. at lodge hall.
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.
Coldwat•r United
Methodist Church
Singles Class will meet
Women are scheduled to at 7 p.m. at Sev'enth-airsi
meet at 7 p.m.
Poplar Church of Christ

Mission groups of
Cherry Corder Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m at church
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Men's Shirts
Men's Fashion Jeans
Ladies Fashion Jeans
Ladies Ben dover Slacks

Ladies Esprit Clothing
Ladies & Men's Sweaters
Ladies & Men's Cords
Men's Jackets
Ladies Blouses
Come to Diet
Center. We ye got
the solution to
your New Year's
Resolution!

IT'S MARKET TIME AGAIN
TO MAKE ROOM WE'RE
HAVING AN INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE!

4

Al)pas
pass

SWEICSpade -queen
trig to trap the spade
g in dummy; a justifiable
tattoo front leading the
odard deuce

"She's brought a lot of
happiness to our lives."
Mrs. Pollan said. "She's a
joy to have around_"
Miss Rice'si presence
changed their lives as
much as the presence of a
newborn child would
have, Mrs. Pollan said
The couple doesn't go out

THIS IS IT MEN!

THE SALE YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR.
Corn-Austin Most Famous Sale
Starts Monday January 3rd, 9:00 a.m.

DINING SUITES

l'4(.1 6 I HI MI KR 61. k. 1.1 IN.I H A 1 IMF.... Monday. January 3.1913

- Anniversary eventSunday

Jo Burkeen, Murray Today Editor
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20% off comfy cotton
print baby blankets.
Reg 5 25. Sitifriiri and-warm-baby en the6e t,ott 4A4tor;
•••', Choice of cute colorliki anima
30 .40
•.
•

A reception in celebration et the golden wedding anniversary of Mr
and Mrs. Holman Jones
will be Sunday. Jan. 9.
Irons 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend Ow reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones,
were married Dec. 24,
1932. Their attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Jackson.
Mrs Jones. the former
Treys Colson. is the
daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs Joe S Colson
Mr. Jones is the son of
the late Mr and Mrs.
Monroe Jones. He is a
--former teacher in
Calloway County and is
retired from the Kentucky Health Department
The event will be
hosted by their children,
Allegra Jones of
Paducah. Mrs. Georgif,..
Harrell of Hopkinsvitle
and Guinn Jones of Murray.
Also honoring their
grandparents are seven
grandchildren and one
great-grandehild

Mr. and Mrs. Holman Jones
to be honored by family

Honorary cheerleader gives scholarship fund

-

GAINESVILLE, Fla cheerleader, known as
(API The University of "Mr. Two Bits." has conFlorida's honorary tributed 4.000 times his

\

Save 20% on baby's
comforter/sleeping bag.
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Don't Forget... Your
Film For Holiday Photos
1 Day Film Processing
At
A_RTC_RAFT
PHaTOG R APHY
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nickname to establish a
cheerleading scholarship
fund
For more than three
decades, Efeorge Edmondson Jr., a 60-yearold Tampa construction
company manager, has
raced around the stands
wearing an orange and
blue tie, using cue cards
to lead the Florida
faithful in his favorite
eer. —
It's- a classic of sorts,
used one time or another
by most colleges and high
schools "Two bits, four

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer

•

20% off soft woven
cotton crib sheet.
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Reg 5 25
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WORKING Ol.lrf
Exercising with light weights or
more strenuous fitness nsachines
at gyms and health spas can give
you a better body however,
chuoprattic explains, pushing,
pulling, or lifting weight& can
occasionally cause structural spinal
disorders, leading to low back
pain, stiffness, and other pion
The reaction sa similar to strug
gling with any heavy obirtt You
have to move it up, down, and,or
sideways Your spine and, or dims
may become miaalived
Your doctor of chiropractic
recommend& exercise as • vital
factor in keeping a healthy body
Have im exam before land after

Workouts., however mild Ask for
guidance on gentle stretching
exercises to maintain bdck (lest
tidily Your chiropractor will help
keep your spine strong to meet
the challenges of developing
mu 16C lea
Presented as a service to the
community by
Broeringmeyer _
Health Awareness Center
4 Miles East on Hwy.94
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone(602)7634962 Out 01 State 1-900429-3366
Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday

SAVE ON PIZZA

SAVE ON PIZZA

V .11,4 PIZZA

bits, six bits, a dear, all
for the Gators. nind up
and holler."
Now, Edmcsdson
wants to honor tbse unsung athletes if the
sidelines the
chterl-eaderi, by,
donating'11.000 -ir 8,000
bits
to estabbh the
"Mr. Two Bits
eheerleading Sch(arship

Ducks studed
MADISON, Was. i AP)
- A scientist wtv conducted a study in whrh 74
ducks were purpsely
crippled to see if they
could survive in thewild
defended the researti as
sea,- way." to accurate results.
Fred Van Dyke rai the
study. while a willife
research student at the
University of Wiscoutin.
Scores of people vrote
irate letters after an irticle by Van Dyke, enttled
"Egbert was a tacky
Duck" -- named for the
experiment's sole survivor
appeared Si a
Department of Natural
Resources magazine.
Van Dyke claimec his
work provided "factual'
data that acts as an incentive for management
agencies to lower the
crippling loss rate."

SAVE ON PIZZA

SAVE ON o
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Sale 1.75

• Reg. 2.19. T he.si.to.,§tr.r proof pants come i a range of
tr, 1 ! h.-thy just right NB S M L XL Heavy gauge
,ri
asfic with mastic waist and legs Pity 0? 3

•

Sale 8.23

Reg. 10.29. Pick-a-pack of diapers Absorbent.'heavyweight gauze diapers are *CM and comfortable And that
makes baby feet good 21x40- Pkg oft?

'AVE ON P11

20% off flat-fold
gauze diaper 12-pack.
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Buy One Pizza &
• —talkie FREE
or
Buy One For 1/2 Price
Otter rail Ike., Jae. 3 Through Sun., he. 9
12 & Chestut St. Murray 759-4545
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Chestnut Hells Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)7594080
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Save 20% on pull-on
vinyl panty 3-pack.

1 2th & Chestnut

759-4646
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SUPER
JANUARY SALE
WATCH OUR ADS ALL MONTH.
THE VALUES WILL KEEP COMING.
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Stock up and save
on every pantihose.

All 25% off. .

,._/.

Sala 2.06 Reg 2 75. You re in shape and fashion too.
with Super Shaper' Control Top pantihose Sheer toe
and cotton shield Short, average, tall in fashion colors

_
Plump poly -fill pillow at heavy savings.
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Sale 2.44 Reg 325 .Our ultra sneer support pantihose
come in the nicest fashion cotors Nylon with Lycra*
spandex forcomfortable. lightweight support Short.
average. tall
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Select some new
slips and save.
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Our clip-to-fit slips of Antron• Ill ' I roc vcsir tv shorteil Ali you
Peed_do ts.c.114; the lace-herni--T-hese
are but two of all our slips at 25% off
'Reg
Sale
Clip-to-fit full slip
9 50
7.13
ClApAo-fit half slip
750
5.63
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Savings on any and
every bra you buy
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All 25% off.
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Sale 4.50 Reg S6 Underdressing is all fashion with
this lacy underwire bra Camisole straps with
adjustable back elastic inserts Neutral colors

$48
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Save :15 on lace-trinlined
posy print twin comforter.
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Sale 4.88 Reg 650 Smooth tricot crossover bra is a
natural under clingy blouses and sweaters Nylon
spandex sides and back In soft basics
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Save a lot on
girdles, too.
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All,25% off.
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Sale 3.36 Reg 45Q Soft Skins' brief
of nylon#Lycras tpandex with cotton
shield- gaveS comfortable support You
can save 25% on all of our other
foundations, too
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Sale 140 Reg 82. Cotton stretch bikini is comfortable
and pre*. Lace elastic waist and double fabric shield
are an added plus. Easy one-size fit
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Sale 1.1111 Reg. 2 25 Our Sani-'Terry' brief of nylon/
Salo
cotton has a comfy terry shield. comes in loads of
.._
fashion colors One-size fit
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Save'6 on-our thrifty
electnc-twin blanket.
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Penn State wins title by downing'Dogs
By WILLIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
How sweet it was for
Penn State The Sugar
Bowl lived up to its billing
as the battle for the national collegiate football
championship, and Coach
Joe Paterno's Eastern
powerhouse, by winning
the game won the title
The Nittany Lions
handed top -ranked
Georgia its first Itets after
an unbeaten season
Saturday night, downing
the Bulldogs 27-23 and.
limiting the damage of
Ilisriosn Trophy winner
Herm hel Walker in New
Orlearis• Superrlome On
Sunday. Perin State
bei attic the national
hanipioll when it was
soled No 1 in the
pristsearin Associated
_ floss pull,
•
•
The"c-Vtory left Penn
Stair with an 11-1 recnrd,
an maw twist consider

tng its three previous
perfect seasons, the
latest in 1973 when the
Nittany Lions finished
No. 5, did not bnng any
national titles.
It sweetened some bitter memories for Paterno
whose teams have won 82
percent of its games for
17 seasons, appeared in
postseason bowls for 12
straight years and posted
three unbeaten records.,
and still had yet to win
the national title
"I think our fans were
frustrated and to a certain extent our players
were frustrated," Paterno said "These guys
were determined tochange that It's their national championship, not
mine They did it "
The two other serious
claimants to the No 1
honors. Southern
Methodist and Nebraska,
'won their bowl games to

Sugar Bowl
New Orleans, La. Jan. 1

Penn State 27, Georgia 23
finish 11-0-1 and 12-1,
respectively, and they
finished 2-3 in the poll
SMU defeated Pittsburgh
7-3 in the Cotton Bowl and
Nebraska rallied to edge
I.SU 21-20 in the Orange
Bowl
SMIJ Coach Bobby Collins still campaigned for
votes after the Mustangs'
victory left them as the
only undefeated team
Nebraska Coach Tom
Osborne, however, conceded the Cornhuskers
couldn't outpoll Penn
State. the only team to
beat them during the

season.
"Of course, it's quite an
honor to finish No 2, but
we were the only
unbeaten team Doesn't
that mean anything"
Collins said when the
results were tabulated.
"Penn State beat us
and they beat the No. !rated tealn (Georgia
Osborne said. He added
that he might have considered Nebraska No I
"if we had played an
error4ree game."
In other games Saturday, fifth-ranked UCLA
ran tts record to 10-1-1 by.

Dallas vs Minnesota:

Could be preview of NFL playoffs
MINNEAPoLIS Al'
A victory by Dallafiover
Minnesota in tonight's National Footbial League
reguli.rseason finale would have no hearingonthe
Cowboys' playoff intineraii. but it would give them
a.good look at-their first-round opponent the Vik.
It never hurts to beat a team in this league,"
cowboy Coaih Tian 1..:indry said Sunday night
But it's difficult to beat the same team twice in one
less twice in one week."
Se4111,
Indeed, but the Vikings could make that a moot
point by winning the nationally televised game A
vii iory would II lake them
and give them a home
game against At
in the first 'round of the
playoffs_ A tie or a loss would leave the Vikings as
the seventh serif iii the National Conference and
send them ti Dallas on Sunday
The Cowboys, ri-2, would host Tampa Bay should
they lose to the Vikings.
-It'd be kind of strange if we had to phiy
again." admitted Minnesota quarterback Tommy
Kramer
-Reg.i- t-diens, Viking Coach Bud ;rant is taking his
ta.illa I business-ifs-usual approach
We're pretty well prepared for everything
Dallas does over the .years.and it's the same for
them " he said "Both coaching staffs have gone
against MD.:4110ther for about Ili years
But the question is not what but when You don't

THE HARLEM
GLOBETROTTERS.

know-when You don't,know exactly what.they wflj
run;even if the games area week apart."
Tonight's home-field advantage nearly went out
the windoW. But the roof at the MetrodOme, punctured Thursday during a snow-clearing operation.
was repaired An alternate ,plan had been made to
play the game in New Or41,4s •
Injuries may play a factor Minnesota lost retiring wide receiver Ahmad Rashad with some cracked bones in his back and wide receiver Sammy
White, who has missed two games, is questionable
with a knee injury Linebacker Scott Studwell hurt
his knee last week and will be replaced by Jeff
Siemon. The Vikings also placed tight end Bob
Bruer on injured reserve and picked up 36-year-old
wide receiver Harold Jackson
Dallas may go without its regular starting offensive guards Howard Richards. who sprained his
ankle, will be replaced by. Herb Scott at left guard
and right guard Kurt Petersen has a bruised knee
and may be replaced by Steve Wrisfht

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

•

THURSDAY!
7:30 PM
RACER ARENA
510111111'

beating Michigan 24-14 in
the Rose Bowl and
Arizona State defeated
Oklahoma 32-21 in the
Fiesta Bowl.
Penn State also was
named winner of the
MacArthur Bowl by the
National Football Foundation and Hall of Fame
and was voted national
champion by the Football
Writers Association.
"We're the No.1 team
in the country," said
Penn State running back.
Curt Warner, who
outgained Walker of
Georgia 117 yards to 103
in the Sugar Bowl,
despite sitting out a good
portion of the game with
leg cramps.
-Penn State had this
corning for a long time,
Coach Paterno deserves
the national championship. I'm just glad I could
be a part °lit."
The Nittany Lions
jumped to a 20-3 lead.
then Georgia quarterback John Lastinger
engineered long scoring
drives at the end of the
first.half.and the beginnmg of the serond7:cutting
the Bulldogs' deficit to 2017.
After safety Mark
Robinson interceptedtwo
passes in the third
quarter for Penn State,
quarterback Todd
Blackledge hit Gregg
Garrity with a 47-yard
bomb early in the fourth
quarter, making it 27-17.
Georgia scored with 3:53
left after recovering a
fumbled punt, but Penn
State was able to hold on
to the ball until the final
six seconds.
"You felt it was going
to happen for them. They
Just seemed to have that
chemistry," Paterno
said. "I think this is the
best football team I've
ever had
After Pitt and SMU
stumbled their way
through,a scoreless first
half, EriC'-*hubert's 4.3-

hamtuon P1 $600
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second-ranked Memphis
State its last outing and
captured the championship•in Brigham Young's
Cougar Classic.

Kentucky begins its
SEC battle with a tough
tour-game series over the
next eight days that includes home games with
Ole Miss, and Louisiana
State next Wednesday,
followed by a road trip to
unbeaten Alabama on
Saturday and a surprising Mississippi State
The SEC has three team next Monday.
teams -currently ranked
While Ole Miss is not
in the- top ten — Ken- considered as one of the
tucky. Alabama andtTen- leading contender* for
nessee. Ole Miss, 7-2, lost the league title, the
by just tivc points to Rebels have shown they

Service Maneals
"Do It TearseN"
German

Feder/ Kebob Ensigns
Sordid& Mew
Murray, Ky 42071
502-753-2353

110/6/1
Seep GM Soled Ber

Sports Uttar
The homecoming of former Murray State star
Gary Hooker as a member of the Harlem Globetrotters highlights this week's sports scene along with
the resumption of both college and prep basketball
schedules in the area.
Hooker, who led the Racers to the quarterfinals of
the NIT in 1979-80 his only season with the Blue and
Gold, will perform in Racer Arena, Thursday night
at 7:30. ( For ticket information we ad on this
page),
Originally recruited by Racer assistant coaches
Steve Newton and Mike Dill when they were at
Mississippi State. Hooker played for three years at
the Southeastern .Conference school before
transferring to Murray.
At Murray Hooker ranked in the nation's Top 10
rebounders with 12.3 per game, plus he owned an
impressive 18.6 scoring average.
The New York native travels with the Globetrotters' internationalteam butcalls Murray hishome. _
Thursday night will also mark the start of postholiday play in the girls' high school basketball
ranks as both Murray High and Calloway County
resume their regular season schedules. The Lady Tigers travel to Reidland and the Lady
!Akers play a district ga-me at Mayfield Thursday. Friday Murray High hosts a boys and girls
doubleheader against Fulton County and Calloway
County's!Akers host Hickman County.
Murray State rides the crest of its University of
Alabama-Birmingham Classic tournamene.championship into Friday's Ohio Valley Conference
home game against Youngstown State. The RacersPenguin rnatchup starts at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday the Racers play at home again when
they host another OVC foe, Akron, also beginning at
7:30.
Murray State ranks first in the OVC with an 8-1
record, 2-0 in conference play.

Wildcats'Hallsays
SEC champ could kle
four or five contests

Specialized Univ. wt.
training classes
Mon., Tees., & Mars.
2 FREE SESSIONS

AM FM lope vinyl seats 60..x. miles to.0
',ale brown air condition power steering
power broker
wheels

or tale Tan Sam

By JIM HECTOR

Nebraska, a 10-point
favorite, was plagued by
six turnovers and had to
rally from a 17--7-deticit
the final 16 minutes to
beat 1SU. Turner Gill
scored the winning
touchdown on a I-yard
run after an ISU mistake
- punter Clay Parker,
trying to run on a fourth
arid 19 situation, was
swarmed under on his 47.
UCLA jumped to an'
early lead in the Rose
Bowl, but Michigan,
which Iced quarterback
Steve Smith in the second
quarter with a shoulder
separation, rallied to
make it 10-7 with five
rnmutes left in the third
quarter.
The Bruins came back
with an 80-yard
touchdown drive 'capped
by Danny Andrews' 9yard touchdown with 12
seconds left in the period.
Then Blanchard Montgomery returned an interception 11 yards for a
touchdown, making it 24-7
and sealing the victory.
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Arizona State's eigtae7 -(APi —.Kentucky Conch
in [be Fiesta Bowl Over- Joe B. Hall says the
shadowed a brilliant per- Southeastern Conference
formance by Oklahoma champion can expect to
freshman Marcus lose about four or five
Dupree. Despite missing games this season.
half the game with leg
Some may' call that
and hip injuries, Dupree statement self-serving,
ran for 239 yards on 17 since Kentucky, 8-1 and
carries.
ranked No. 3 in the naIn bowl games Friday, tion, was picked as the
Arkansas beat Florida 28- preseason SEC favorite.
But coach Lee Hunt,
24 in the Bluebonnet
whose
Ole Miss team proBowl, Iowa held off Tennessee 28-22 in the Peach vides Kentucky with its
Bowl, and Air Force beat first league competition
Vanderbilt 36-28 in the Monday night in Rupp
Arena, seems to agree
Hallo( Fame Bowl.
with Hall.
"Joe is probably
right," Hunt said.
The Solution to the Resoistionl "There's so much
balance in the league, it
Exercise with Carolyn & Co.
sure could happen. You
813 Broad Ext. 753-5519
look, and it's just amazing how strong the league
Exercise ClasseSDaily

1977 Monte Carlo

12 00 eascount youtftv 16 I undo

yard field goal gave the
Panthers a 34 lead midway through the third
quarter.
But SMU quarterback
Lance McIlhenny led the
Mustangs on an 11D-yard
drive on the ensuing
kickoff and scored the only touchdown of the game
from the 9 on an option
play.
Pitt tried to rally, but
on third and goal from the
SMU 6, Mustangs
defender Wes Hopkins
tipped Dan Marino's pass
in the end zone and Blanc
Smith intercepted. Later.
a fourth-down pass from
Marino went through
Dwight Collins' hinds at
the SMU 25.

Hooker returns
to Murray with
Globetrotters

are upset-minded.
"We've played some
good basketball," said
Hunt, whose main problem this year has been a
Lack of barb strength.
MississipPi's strength
this season Iles in a
strong defense''-that
utilizes strung,trapping
half-court defense, which
has flourished despite a
lack of quickness.
A similar, half-court
defense hurt Kentucky in
Its only loss of the year to
Indiana. "We didn't handle it well at Indiana,"
Hall said. "and that's
what we're going to

face."
The new 4b-secand shot
clock blinks an Monday
night.unaeLre the Cage,
the
area diet a
coach
stay within
except during tweeds.
It a coach steps est at the
area. It Is 0 twoobot
technical Veld.
Hall says the shot clock
won't ,ciumis a problem
but he's Ifie se awe abed
the Cade. Hall add be
boil practiced staying
inside the area and tint
worries bim.
'1 need to be a little
more camious of 'It,"
Hall said. "I tried in the
Kansas gime (when it

NA)
'
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Patriots reverse course, barely qualify for NFL playoffs
David Woodley tossed
fourth held goal with two sictor
the
By KEN RAPPOPORT
qualified as one of the tie 13, Denver II.
Redskins
- Terry Bradshaw -tali*: seconds left to fin the finished the regular three tourhdoWn pas.ses,
AP Sports Wilier
eight teams from - the After finishing in a tie American Conference two - touchdown passes. New York Giants over season atop the NF' with one more than he had in
for the worst record in the--siespite a 37-21 loss to Franco Hams ran for 120 Philadelphia The game an SI record and their eight previtius gallIt'S, as
SaVallipc it
National Football League playoff-bound Pitt- yards and Johnny marked the last NFL con- best reeord since a 10-1
Baltimore and completed
lad year, New England sburgh: Tamps Bay beat Rodgers blocked a punt test for New York head finish in 1442
the first winless season In
Cincinnati quarterback
dtstand pat.
Chicago 36-23 in overtime for a touchdown as the Coach Ray Perktns, who
The Patriots kicked out and Detroit edged Green Steelers held off the will replace Paul -Bear" Ken Anderson hit an the history of the Colts
Bryant at the Untversity NFL-record 20 straight The Colts finished the
Ron Erhardt and brought Bay 27-24 to gain the last Browns.
season at 0-7passes.
ri Hurling
in Ron Meyer from two Nadonal Conference
Bill Capece booted a 33- of Alabama next season
Ken Stabler passed for
Washington combined 'touchdown,: to Dan Ross
Southern Methodist
yard field goal 3 14 into
The day's results set up overtime to lift Tampa three touchdown passes and Isaac Curtis, as the 271 yards and Waync
University as the head
coach. It was a savvy the alignment for next Bay over Chicago by Joe Thetsmann and tru Rengals rolled into the Wilson ran for three
move,as it turned out.
weekend's opening round Capece, who kicked a 40- aggressive defense to playoffs with a victory touchdowns to lead New
Orleans It was the first
Despite, season-Long of the playoffs.
yarder to force the extra beat St. Louts With the over llouston
turmoil because of
period with M seconds
In the AFC. it will be
Meyer's college-style
left in regulation. kicked
Cleveland at the Los
discipline and what some
his fourth field goal of the
Angeles Raiders, New
players consider the
game two plays after
England at Miami, the
coach's aloofness, the
James Wilder bolted 47
New York Jets at CincinPatriots have made a
yards to the Chicago 13nati and San Diego at
dramatic turnaround.
yard line
Pitt. The NFC alignment
On Sunday. the
Rookie tight end Rob
depends on who wins
revitalised New England
Rubtck scored his first
tonight's Dallas and Minteam Joined the NFL's
NFL touchdown on a 2nesota game If Dallas
playoff ranks with a 30-19
yard reverse with '5 47
wins or ties, at will be
victory over the Buffalo
left to play as Detroit edgDetroit at Washington.
Bills that gave the Pats a
ed Green Bay to qualify
Minnesota at Dallas,
5-4 record an this strikefor the playoffs for the
Tampa Bay at Green Bay
shortened seasorP Last
first time since 1970
and St. Louis at Atlanta.
year,they were 2-14.
If Minnesota wins, it will
Ivory Sully blocked a
"I think it's always
be Detroit at Washington. 24-yard field goal attempt
tough to come out of a
Tampa Bay at Dallas, St
by San Francisco's
situation like that," said
New--•-Englancre- -Mike Louts at _Green_ Bay,and _Werschmg with 1:5.1 reat Minnesota
maining to give the 1 Ais
Haynes, who Made a key Atlanta
Angeles Reefers 24-20 vicSuper
Defending
Bowl
Sundays
interception in
tory. over the 49ers. The
game. "It also takes a champion San Francisco.
Bowl
tremendous effort on ineamirhile, was bounced defending Super .
the
finished
champs
everyone's part to get rid out of playoff contention
3-6
record.
season
with
a
of the negative things by a -21:20itirs to the Los
that come out of that kind Angeles Rams.
Bill Kenney's three
In other N1'1. action touchdown passes trigof season."
The Patriots were one Sunday, Kansas City 37, gered Kansas City s
of the last four teams to New York Jets 13; New upset of the playoff-bound
make the 16-team York Giants 26, New York Jets before the
playoffs. The Cleveland Philadelphia 24; second-smallest crowd in
Browns,Tampa Bay Buc- Washington 28, St. Louis modern NFL history Oncaneers and Detroit Lions 0; Cincinnati 35, Houston ly 11,902 fans showed up
filled the remaining. ber- 27; Miami 34, Baltimore to see the Chiefs end the
7; New Orleans 35, Atlan- season at holne with their
Uts.
Along with New ta 6; Los Angeles Raiders finest game of the year
England, Cleveland 41, San Diego 34 and SeatJoe Danelo kicked his
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Big Savings on These Blockbuster Bargains and Many More!
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IT'S 1983'S
FIRST
BABY
AND THE WINNER IS!
The New Years Baby for 1983 is Murray(
Thomas James Sanders, born to Mr. 8 Mrs.
Randall E. (Jean) Sanders, Rt. 3,
The baby boy, to be called "T.J." wa born Jan. 1 at 12:01 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

$x10 Color Photo

Prizes Awaiting
1983
First Baby

For
Mr. or Miss 1983

fP
Artcraft Photography
Portraits Weddings Frames
One Day Processing

118 So. 12th

First Pair of 6trideRitt Shoes
For Mr. or Miss 1983

STOCKADE
• =LOIN
For The Parents
Of Mr. or Miss 1983
2-8 Oz. Sirloin Dinners
753-0440

Sri All Slaps,CIOf
11111%

909T S. mix)

Savings Account
Now Open

•For Mr. or

0

For Mr or Miss 1983

PEOPLES BANK

pier
-odwi •

Miss 1983
A Porcelain
Bisque Frame

A Johnson's Baby Gift Set
..(

A
Custom Mode

_
—
- .- ., _ ,.....—.... - .

Ice Cream
Cake
11,

For The
Proud Parents

753-1851

THE
BIG
DIPPER

Mr. or Miss 1983

y
itAslhopping

For The Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1983

BEGLEY'S
tostrs1 Shops's,Center

Chestnut St.

753-4025

For Mr. or Miss 1983
First Pair Of
•

t;t1k DE%

Murray

%HO
111/Z. 111

For The
Parents Of
Mr. or Miss 1983

For Mr. or Miss 1983

GIFT CERTIFICATE
for
Mr. or Miss 1983

D&T Warehouse
Foods

Holland Drugs

Scrims hoe Limy Drive-1a

IL

A Baby Quilt
For Mr. or Miss 1983

• 41111•••• • •••
••V ••••••••

i711 So. 12th 753-3822 Murray
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3 Boxes Of
_
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II

SINGIS

153-5323

Mr.or Miss 1983

753-1314

Baby
Planter
09ki Sao***
Money, Ky 12071

753-9514

A Shampoo,Cut & Styk
For Mom,Dad & The Baby
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-411
.
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Rose
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WAI:MART
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Sweet

For Mr. or
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109 S. 4th Murray
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Murray Sewing Center
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Murray, Kentucky
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For Mr. or Miss 1983
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A New Savings Account
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KY
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1 Case of Baby
Formula
To Miss or Mr. 1983
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Bel Air Center
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For
•
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Farmers looking for soybean recovery
ST. LOUIS - Soybean
farmers -- reeling from a
second straight year of
low prices - are taking
action to stage a soybean
recovery.
"Farmers are tired of
experiencing an equity
erosion,- says American
Soybean Association
President B. B. Spratling,
Jr.. .a Robe, Alabama
farmer. -We're caught in
a trap of declining cash
prices and increasing
production costs. Prices
have dropped 50 cents a
bushel since last January
and more than $3.50 a
bushel since November
1980. Farmers can't continue eating our equity
and survive. We can't live
on these cheap prices-.
"This association isn't
going to sit back doing
business as usual. We've
re-directed our priorities
to add more short-term
programs. We're taking
action to help re-build
soybean farm income:In reviewing the year.
Spratling said the soybean association had
developed several programs to help boost soybean. income, He said
these included the antiembargo contract sanctity legislation, a soybean
oil sales campaign, an
emergency expansion
program, continued emphasis on export promotion and soybean utilization research.
"Contract sanctity is
the most important piece
of farm legislation in recent years," Spratling
said. "It represents an
end to the embargo
hangover brought on by
four grain embargoes in
the last 10 years. Soybean
farm leaders created this
anti-embargo concept as
a method to insure our inteinational customers
that the U.S. would continue as a reliable supplier of food and 'farm
products. The legislation

prevents a U S President
from canceling private
firm export contritts
and insures our
customers that we will
deliver what we promise
to sell.Z.__
Despite late planting
because of wet cropland.
U.S. farmers produced a
record 2.299 billion
bushels of soybeans in
1982 -- a 14 percent increase over the 1981 crop
which was 13 percent
larger than the 1980 crop.
While exports are expected to increase 30
million bushels this year,
production increased 284
million bushels. This production, combined with a
nearly 1.5 billion pound
soybean oil, surplus led to
steadily declining prices
throughout the year
Recognizing the potential problem, ASA directors in March authorized
the staff to begin a
research and education
program .on the use of
soybean oil as an
agricultural chemical
carrier. This program
has blossomed into a major campaign.protooting
non-food uses of soybean
oil. The Association's
farmer-directors approved an additional 8272,500
in December to launch an
extensive research, promotion and education
campaign to expand soybean oil use as an
agricultural "Chemical
carrier; to encourage the
use of soybean oil as a
grain dust suppressant
and to promote soybean
oil as a replacement for
petroleum oil in industrial uses.
"We're drowning in a
sea of surplus soybean
oil," Spratling
"These programs are intended to expand consumption of soybean oil
which will increase the
prices farmers receive
for soybeans. We're cur-
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National Farm Machinery Show scheduled
On Feb. 16-19, the 1983
National, Farm
Machinery Show will
begin its 18th year as one
of the finest agricultural
machinery exhibits in the
nation. The show will
again be held at the Kentucky Fair & Exposition
Center in Louisville and
will feature a new theme:
"In the Business of Grow,--ing".
"Growing" is what the
National Farm
Machinery Show is all
about. With an expected
520 dealers and suppliers
from about 30 states, the
range of farm equipment
both new and improved
models) is designed to increase-the farmees-y4eld,
field efficiency and fuel
consumption. That adds
up to a better "growing"

411

season at less cost and
greater profit. •
Equipment on display
ranges from giant combines to hub-capped sized
sprayer pumps. New and
improved devices include
solar powered electric
fencing, improved onepass tillage tools, computerized feed controls
and many other cost and
labor saving implements.
Over 13 acres of warm indoor space will be occupied by hundreds of different farm tools
displayed by some of the
finest manufacturers and
dealers of agricultural
goods in the nation.
An expected 200.000
visitors-from every state
in the Union and several
foreign countries .are expected to attend the 4-day

"SERVING THE
4b ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

tion of the National Farm
Machinery Show is the
annual Championship
Tractor Pull. "The Pull"
is held at 6:30 p.m. on
Feb. 167-19 with a matinee
at 1 p.m., Feb. 19. Tickets
for evening pulls are $9
and $10. Tickets for the
matinee are $8 and $9. To
obtain tickets write'
Tractor Pull Tickets,
Kentucky Fair & Exposilion Center; P. 0. Box
37130; Louisville, Kentucky 40233.
Special auxiliary
event&arealso scheduled
to coincide with the Farm
Show. These include a
fashion show, shopping

Bug battles
continue

TRENTON, N.J
AP
Lookout, potato beetle
Beware, gypsy north ;
Take cover, spider mite
Foreign mercenaries are
on their way to do battle
at least if researchers
have their way
New Jersey is building
a $3 million laboratory
for breeding millions of
beneficial bugs from
around the World to kill
their ruitural enemies
The project follows-years of battling pests
with expensive and often
ineffective chemicals
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Consultant learns from others'mistakes, plans to start Chicago doily
A
CilleAGO AP
newspaper consultant
who says he can learn
front the problems of
other afternoon dailies
plans to open an evening

newspaper in Owego
aimed. at the "upscale"
reader
John Malone said Sunday he his raised enough
of the needed 222 million

in start-up money for Pus
He said the 60- to 110Chicago Evening Post page paper, to be sold ex.
Corp. -to feel confident elusively from
that we'll go ahead with newstands. will run a
it." He hopes to begin broad range of domestic
publishing in August
and international news
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REDEEM PReCTOR & GAMBLE MAILED COUPONS
r.......r you redeem in our store by Jan 22
;
I CII1
r.,amble - well contribute 5C 10 Special
profit help lor the mentally handicapped

Mork*.
With a relatively keen
stall-up editorial staff of
about 100, Malone said
the paper will rely heavily on copy from news services.
The newipaper's key
adarnistrative executives are already on
board. said Malone. he
served as a consultant for
both Chicago newspapers
and the New York Times.
Despite gloomy
forecasts by industry
observers about afternoon dailies, and the fall
of such aft•rn-oon
newspapers as the
Washington Star, the
Bulletin of Philadelphia
and the Minneapolis Star.
Malone believes a new
paper can survive in
-Chicago

"When you realize that
Toronto, a city slightly
more than one-third the
site of Chicago has three
profitable dailies, you
begin to wonder why it
can't happen here," he
said. "Except for all the
negative publicity
newspapers are getting,
there's no reason we
shouldn't have more
papers. We're certainly
going to put forth the initiative and the energy
and try to give Chicago a
new Evening Post."
Two attempts by
Malone to take control of
now -defunct Chicago
newspapers fell through.
In 1974, he failed to acquire the Tribune Co.'s
expiring Chicago Today.
And union negotiations
collapsed and prevented

PM. takeover of the pally
News when Field
Enteprises closed the
publication. In HMI, leaving Chicago without an
afternoon newspaper.
Malone will launch the

Deaths less than expected
By The Associated Press
At least 253 people died
on the nation's streets
and highways during the
three-day New Year's
weekend.
The National Safety
Council had said that between 300 and 400 people
could be expected to die
in traffic accidents during the period beginning 6
p.m. Thursday and ending midnight Sunday.
Last year. 342 traffic
deaths were reported
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during the New, Year's
Weekend. The highest toll
for _a three-day observance was in 1965. when
564 people died.
In the recent three-day
Christmas weekend, 345
people died in traffic accidents.
The safety council
estimates that on a threeday, non -holiday
weekend at this time of
year. about 360 people
would die in traffic accidents_
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paper with 100,000 to
3110,01111 copies, all sold on
newitands at 30 or 33
cents. The Tribune
presently prints about
700,000 copies daily and
the Sun-Times prints
about 650.000.
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was one of the first babies to be photographed during bottle eao. you am brims
birth •In fart, my parents told me they searched the bulkpeaI...abase/1
country in order to find a hospital that would allow-it.
ami hos a noir he
I can't believe that in ibis day and age there are people advemunt,chop is gaid tar
We ignorant that they would regard the karth of a human yak as it msg
.
yes frua rap
being as "sickening'
Ito a rut. Yalu,
The birth of a baby is beautiful. To this day I eajai aimaida
.
looking at the pectures of myself being been, and I ails oman
am
7
--r—
—w uince
fkaa—i;
pawl* to NW parental/le having taken'them.
work
as
'Nudge
you
de.
HEIDI T. IN L.A.
have am= is govaruatok
DEAR ABBY. You and "Grandma" can go pick up your WWII& Mal mask and 14
new kids, squeaky clean and antiseptically wrapped.In WPM thOugbylliallbliove
*bite sacks test like McDonalers hamburger* )or my,
a a*for the SAL
take the beautiful miracle .1birth, natural. aa God in- at: Ployd Pallerama, boon
tended_
base lieliONI, fifilekik
PAUL.INSMITHTOWN. N.Y. jags wygmadirem
01/11•1•441114111

_

•

1'4$A. 13 TINE MIN

MAI

k

LEEMAN & TEI11;-%. Monday.January 3. 1963

*04111
k

2.11stice

1. Help Wonted

Notice

MM 3
E1E
1IX

fl.Ap1sFor Rent

23. Exterminating

31°31:)

53 Services °tiered

52. Boats Motors

M.Homes for Salt

53 Services Offered._
4,1 F

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains
•Nort a beery weight
'Herringbone
•C Chains
•Box
•
rope chains
40% off
GOID& SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS
(Inside
Vernee's
Western Store)
Olympic Raze
Nis. 1-9 Deily
"
I. ..!
- -

The Solution
To The
Resolution!
Exercise with Corolyn
Si Co. 813 Brood Ext.
Exercise
753-5319.

2S •
Off
On All
Christmas
Items
SHIRLEY
FLORIST
SOO N. 4tis
Si

Reduced
Exercise

MONS
etsIAl SkilS
CENTER

Neve 5 inisintas? Call
759.4444 for en inspirational message to

'

yaw day.
Children's tope 7S9-

brighten

"Nekoosa Life end Ac•
con
cident's
IRA
rierantee yoe end

year sponse • retirement income yoe con'?
outlive!"

4445.

HOUSE
MOVING
Need e Noose Mimed,
or Foetid.-

NOTICE
Ier yeer cmyeaMace, gas
Sutter Imo ow Salm Dept.
ell be et ow *Nimes
trim 6:30 PM to 1:00 PM
so filkorleys, Tirmems.
Tbsesillsys me Fridays.
moons,oilisieNuts.
PONTIAC. CADILLAC
4440. Mel
7535315

COMPLETE
TUNE-UP
pigpen.
Change And Lobe

$8.00 Complete With

14

year

specifications.
repair

chains,

We
site

rings, sot stones etc.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
Vernon

Western Store)

Cyl.

Cameo.
Discoonts

to

(Inside

$33.00.
Parts and Leiter With

bil

Business Opportunity

CUSTOM
JEWELRY
mode

.

Olympic Plan
Hrs. I•9 Deily

Earn extra money,
Home mailing pro
gram
start im
medtately
For details
send a self address
stamp envelope to BC
P 0 Box 37, Frankfort,
Ky 40607

blemished tires with
foll warranty. Many
thee and types.

ECONOMY
TIRE &
SERVICE
list Main
753.11500

Of
• it

16. Home Furnishings

Office Ceoef to (salt
bows Irma lyoryakars
111•11•164 Ureic, Smc• 1900
1912 Crykketriei lead
,0/ I
ItAtorray Ilyanycky 4:
15011751 011Ie
Layton.
/Of t Known
&Ho+
a liMed

29. Heating Cooling
Two propane gas units
tor automobile, Key
Auto Parts 753 5500

X. Business Rentals

Building tor office or
commercial use across
from the Robert 0
Miller Courthouse Call
753 1975 alter Sp m

5Oulh 171h Cl Sycarnori

Three 2x6 mirrors
1-6 Smith
$15 00 each. Call Days,
753 HU" Nights, 436
7431.
One bedroom. near •
Three end tables, 4 downtown Murray 753
chrome breakfast chairs. 4 1 0-9 . 7 6 2 6650 or
Lost thick gold chain
I rollaway bed. I 436 2141
Reward of
bracelet
automatic dishwasher, all One bedroom furnished
feted 753 7533
items in good Condition
garage apartment 1606
7537906
'. Miller
No pets
Couples preterrect -2531203
$100 Per week part time
Available
Webster. Now is the season to December 71
at home
America's popular dic
prepare that Ag I. Two bedroom apt Call
',priory company floods Industrial Um, for the 753 92011 atter 10191
home workers to update coming spring
For
Titif0 furnished apts.
local mailing liSts All front to back overhaul
ages. experience .un _ Call 436 2361 Try us for very nice urifurnastsed •
house for rent. ..Deposit
Call 1 716
necessary
the best buys in
required Call 753 9129
$126000 Ext 5061
undercarriages

32.Apts. For Rent

6. Help Wanted

19. Farm Equipment

TELEPHONE 753 165 1
mode
Appointments
for yaw convenience.
Full

time

essecietes

soles
evening

phones.

Ames lain!

1S3 7141
TNN1SJ bilk! 'sr 1 /21
*co letsinett 1533m
1532511
;ay Spats
MI 2411
Asa !marl

(alp This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A flandy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service

If it's with w

or electric, then
here the answer.
iehn Glover,
licensed with 2
years experience.
Answer* servic
prevWed.

Police
911

6 e.s.-tilidnigiet 7 Days A WWI
Flom 753-5351/7534352

Mum
Police Dept.
153-1621
Emergeecies
911
Calloway
Comity
Sheriff
153-3151

forth.I Thermos

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Akowilooto and Vinyl
S*, Cato. trim
work. References.
Call NU if &goy,
753-11400.

hissrosce &
R•111 Mee
WNW& Cosortig.

Quoisry Set v ice
Company
Heat•rkj and

Sales and
Set vote
Moifein
Sheet Metal It Set
ice Deaortmenrs
Soles.

753-9290

Carrier

Control

753-1111 •

Marray, Rashoehy

45. Farms',Sale
Fr* N TO EARTH
SALE 25 acres for
16.000 with owner
Imancing with no in
t•rest
21 surveyed
acre,s, with excellent
building sites
130 feet
frontage
wooded sat
tings and house could
be made livable. 117,
200 A) acres ideally
Iiikotedr for cattle or
horses.
25 acres
win+ good year round
Ond- fencing, excellent
site fir solar some, 13
acres with StOck barn in
good cOncletfon, year
Mond pone Call vs at
Century 11 Loretta Jobs
ReatterS
Ft'st time on Market
IN acres of weft pro
Chictlye farmland
10
acre, tillable incitoes
411 Older home. NibaCCO
and stock barns'
PreSently . tended by
.locel former. KOlb•
- Piaui) REALTY. 731Int

snot,.

Poison

Ito eartot dodo. Ow Wes
seethe In Nerree
•
Collowey Come, tat
Swam

Alf

Cancifffoneng

tiny
INOINTON
NAM AND 1111
UK.

753-7588

LEE'S CARPET

CLEANING
Free Istiontss
Mire Steno or
Sok&
Dry Chamie.
lipiehtery Mew
in, '
753-51127

•Cir

vonsiy
1. NS N.76

'Sr

noon'

i

Residential

se"

rvvvvv,,• evv,

es by?
'77 , *, I 1
o'!',.e-s , „In

'70

7. ../aseS

• re

he

•

calf

.
1(4
0
••4.3(•
nOrP'f.

753

77o,/•es prok
eiiirrof dr ,londs

▪ fe

A °P.
' tOt1(00•O

Aluminum

I. A

1:41141,11.44

•

v.t.11,7.-

1(1,
0,', •ee.

Vinyl

lack Glover

'

.

and

siding end Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops pointing

A•1'

'
• a_c).

"

one
-

753 $076
,e

eo.futove

•es !erst , a1
-roy

Local

referonces Coll High
Outland 759 171$or

"

i•

L

reyen.

ate,
'

second opi
Build up or

Need a

I-..

,j•0 * rig

•

753 11/3
•r.,*4

*Du

2,1

"
t.

.WEST .
KY. WOOD

• "3,is'

'•

• •
•e,

irre

The Wood
Professional
Customired Orders

LOT
lrn.ts

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
762-4192
435-4348

bedrooms
enlral go%
. baths
teat freaIa1r. Storayi,
%pa-4. galore and
kOo
5- reened patio
Of ;ru() REALTY _751
•'

e

- 7 Akf

Are

I

will be
yOU
luso. refire on the market
it
s this very pieasa,

!fir

90%

Delivered and
Stocked

Ana

Oo

f

ye I•S

por •i,

753-8163

es

otT

9 5 Daily

1.

,,

roof

„
'

•4r

i'•
n ;•

c';* ;pa

WELL
DRILLING

Dr

e
surrounding
-amparopte properties
,-e•1a-nly rine to
/his
/ on r1004 by dialing
a
153-4401 Loretta Jobs Realtors
Its inner warmth* and
homey atmosphere is
Be
most appealing
first
We II meet yOi
er ,le the key today

DR. H.C. DENHAM

We specialize in never
rest plastic wells. In
stall water lines ond
water systems.

has moved his office-from Bel

ROY STIR t
MCCAL PIN
WELLS DRILLING
901 364 3476

Two bedroom with. gas
nee,ll
heal
big tot

°CATION 1(11,11( •,g,• I' •••,,
• 'AP,
.
awed 840nri To Salo Site* I
• •,
erroorna-west 6 610,84 Ti 11.,
If 54

neap 306
759 4620 .
Mhild you

•!,

Air

Center directly across the street to
the building formerly occupied by
the Mexican Restdurant.

n , 5 4 bedroom 1 bat!,
5ome iocated On an
spot
tr, garden
••
,
Th
,eady for you
remOcieled older home
nas eat in kitchen spa
,OuS living room ,
Wing f •ty gas and
*met Best - Of all owner
-S willing to finani e
easy terms Cali (en
tury 21 Lgretta Jobs
Realtors 753 1492

411,101e

We do any type
of cleaning.

All Horde/road

Ou.er
tvr•vit located -9
es,
"eighborhood
Have, a
697 1
yOung
or al.!
^ ear,
you II -fit in this one floor
that is flit., tOed
earth tone hue% Priced
is.

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

s254"Roch

LOO

ONE

QUALITY * QUALITY •

QUALITY

AUCTION
THURSDAY JANUARY 6. 198 1.
'1000 AU
RI (iAltOtIS", Of Wt A TH1 H
II AND
ARMY treAt RI fi
•••
'
• *.,§1
IR 1
(Ai. I P .•
•

Ii

41 I AM
•••••r
..4 hoi•ith

I

1 r • " 11.•
!,, li• y

•I

to

a
mospherel Take n tool.
it ?Vol well ionseru,./e,f
/70Me in Oaks E slates
Club

S.1011 Ted On:a _large

7531222
Shores
I.ake Home New
listiug Offi•recl on
Elmhurst Drive
Niuel) furnished 2
bedroom, brick
hotuer___wsth _ electrIc
heat. fireplace. and
lovely lake - view
Move in today for
only $32.9007-KOPPEKUD REALTY •
753-1222

Dial-A-Service

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

f ••1f

fa,
/, •,('1w 'ii', m 05, 354 sySeS
• s
nus
set, .1) 110 f

STUDIO
1$ 11115

3011 NAM

^

e e
re• •&\,p,,i

At

Malone
CARTER

e •

1 1

and

f..e

St spa, e

• (ountrr

41,• .

Harmon

litiereects Caii Will Ed
SatIn 753%119

rase one little peep

Strout
Realty

FLOOR CO
354 6127

ire

n riaik,ard.
fiS de .11-id

Creel

•

POndfailia

911

I .

20 yews experience
floors our
Stained
specielity

4

CO
51f tiCO
AMMO al 51e91 Lidiet
essis• It IS
Wolf

W

E •

BOD1AU

Alumna

Se!
v, ome

N. Mobile Home

S. Lost and Found
on

,i7.07" Has iarge
loseo ,3 front ow,r
fselit
•
s or k.erl On,
Yorga"
5
s
'•e..1i 5 an
• I' I.,
753 4000 0,
4114 ::66

' s.• •••

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING

53 Services Offered

•Is tIrtern. decor at -no
.srge 4,n.ng room
Llen

14. Want to glif
Raw furs, raccoon. red
Tfirx, gray fox, Muskrat
mink, coyote
opossum
beaver
Owen Mc
Clellan, P 0 Box 63
Pulaski, Ill
62976
Phone 618 34263)6.

Extra n e 14 in°r
alurn.nurn boar tr.i 'er
and 'roiling /ea7or
20HP )0 77n$077
Cal
402 8'10 111.1er 6L,

- --

Will do babysitting in Two bedroom turn ,shei1
my home by day Or by mobile home with (en
hour Also lion, house tral air and heat $75
litifOrk
References and Security deposit $ISO
ex-penance- 759 4614 °r-Der-aaali.Th rynt'No,pets Calf 753 4808
753 4970

9014474285
forythr, Tn.

Murray. Ky
42071

4-44

Confect

0011 NOUSE
MOVING

Ed Jennings •
Box 64

24. Miscellaneous

Phone toil -free --Ra* Fur Hite Fur a. T wo bedroon
^ause
Root Co Paducah Ky
2 p
partially tu•••
m
I a
Mouse in cenr-•: Treat
Mon Wed
1 500 214 "
3443°
5500
CitNe {125 • '
,'oef'e
,SEASONED
0%
Aiiisy bed FIREWOOD Call John with %Malt
Perscin
436
ridden lady. morning Boyer 15310.36
and evening
total 2
31. Pets.Supplies
hours per day. Call
27. Mobile Home Sales
753 4691
A KC Reg.ate,
years old
g, •
Wanted lady to live in
Pr, •. •
with elderly lady room
For sale or rent 10105 1 children
a c hshund
board and sAlArv-- Can-oedroom
P
ie
broke 713 (1995
753 1975 after 5p m
4070
_
References exchanged
AKC regi5tere,'
Rentals Puppy 1175 753 '411
F ree tan .1414 br uvvra
C
hound puppi.".
mother A twO bedrOOm newly
Call
Shody
furnished
436 7636 after 54'm
wants to babySit in her
5709
Oaks
753
home S minutes' East
minature . Da 5s5
759 _1692
Nice -two bedroom Puppies • •
Want live in babysitter, trailer 00.1f --Murray no had shots 1^ •
We.
female, college student pets Coil 492811
$50 ea,
4p T
preferred, must have own Nice two oeiroom
transportation Call 4119 'relief near tiourra v no
pets Call 489 201
43 Real Estate
7391

9. Situation-Wanted
Respon. j.e

:
4
7) Basement

Son Wort.
Mac Gore.

Phone 753.3.914

34. Houses tor Rent

Equiponont
500/0
Color TV
$10.00 .•••11
Dorm size
Refrigirotors

Specialized Ionia. wt.
training classes Mon.
• Ti.. • Thor. 2 frit
Sessions!

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

T we b•dr 0 om - Sw Ovther Of rent. low
0
tOirrlhOUle aPtS Carpet o
payment
I
blocks
to
range. ref' per atOr
disposal COUrt NOUS.. Single
dishwasher
1
bedroom
S
washer and dryer 'Am ' v
rooms
hookup. central a.r.arip bat!" or duplex
7
, r #
r
heat Also two bedroom
try,' trees
Hamlet garage
garden apt
t53
North apt% on StaCrurn Owner *.nencing
Vie* Dr ye 753 7550 or 4307 or 436 549
Cramped
need room'
/53.7.559 .
Two bedroom duple. in There ,ofs of -room in
gas 77' 1 4 -bedroom nOnse
Westwood S•ubd
i 1 0, ate(' r k.rksey area
very (.4 , e
heal
• 0,1er home *
753 3966

33. Rooms for Rent
N-0 EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED for this CAP s $1001 TRUCKS Sleeping roc,$75' Avaitabie at focal trigerator in e.,
high income opportun
Call ate entrance
.1y with national oil goy', sales
company in Murray irefundable: 1 312 931
s hit •
and dryers
area
Regardless of 5337 ex, 17,4e tor /Our Zimmerman
cbrec tor y On hOW to loth 753
write M S
experience
6609
Read Box 696. Dayton. Purchase 14 hes
Ohio 45.101
delivered
F.rewood
PAID ON THE JOB and stacked. "
5 Per
Three
be&0.
0"'
459 2231 or
rick
TRAINING
Learn a
near Ky Lake
2519
345
your
complete
skill
and dryer
education with us
Firewood- for sale -deposit requ:ri•
'53
Generous pay. travel Seasoned. $30 rick 1964 after Sp m
and adventure Follow
delivered 759 1712
Two bedroom r,r
ing qualifications must
For %dile. Arne'
,ic an home' full
be met Inc exceptionsi
Fostoria Call 753 1111
block IrOT How • t,
1 Imales only, 711731
II Video Game
Middle Shoo' $125
years. old._ Maya-valid 1/d.Tsse!
IS
Available
i gh
be wsilcih
inogotto drieploc
lom
ata
e 71
°
'_v°'`e madvie 3 car
or Kiwis 753 5699
1530900

Rent

doily.

classes

Arflit's modals."ix
perience and artistic
sensitivity preferred
Work wig be assigned
according to need for
models for Spring
Semester 1913 'Contact
Dew
of Art Murray
State University
762
3784 EOE /MF
Hilivievr
LPN wanted
114 ursing- Horne
Dresden. Ttnn
Good
'salary •ndi benefits
Call - ,or appointment
901 364 3es6

eiec
i-i

lands(.spe(i lot and .1'
the e• al fOu *our,'
C -all I 01'
elide( t
PERU° REALTY- -"VT -

•

•

••••

1722
Used Cars
19/3 E'do .Cadillisc 900d
condition
Call 759 INS
alter Sp m
1974 VW Station Wagon
motor interior. coterie,
exCett•ftt, orginal paint.
same bOdy style of 1910
77 000 miles 753 4953 or
759 41005
1674 Pontiac bf*ad
$1,700
Boot(
Prix
Needs
12.500
value
minor engine repair
Call 7S3.11057 or 753 91144,
ask TOr Jeff
Itile-tamara-maroon.:_in
cOlor, pioneer stereo
nice Call 489 7324
1971 Cutlass Supreme.
Silver blue. low mile
ape extra cieari. with
equipment 436 2642
1971 Pontiac Station
Wagon 753 5699
1940 Oatsun 210 Hat
chback , 13.500
gas mileage Call 762
27500r 753 SOU
19111 Toyota Carroll*
SR S. Sport Coupe. AM
FM, air, deep blue Call
753 ION $4.700
PIN Pontiac Phoenix.
has cruise, tilt steering
air, AM FM Stereo
16.995 437 4101

St UM Triodes
19110- Subaru Sr.?. -4
who*, drive. ID "MPG.
40.000 miles. Si 100
437 4692.
.
1101 OWV pickup Ruck..
V I. LW-S. 30.080 mites.
blue metallic, auto
restic. P.S., P
excellent COndlt1011. -St.
NO C*114094715

"et.% •

•

°•!"-Ni 0 00 1.- •

LARRY WALKER 914/NIR
Phone 502-8141-41109
JUf'"Deiive 144
/Or." D•frie

't

- •••

..•

• 2

-1441..0••14•40+4•••
S*00140 ?.•^••• ••, •

. •1*, ••••••.- •
,
- •

• ,5 140••

••

0.,

• ai.,,skfi 54'. ain
COX, OWNER
Rhona SO2- a36•9953
it. „ •
Jore 0•0/0 4640 0..61 , La "..4, of-.
Shaft:, • John Deere tc • c t)s % I.' •
..
-JASON

▪

Dearre4420 OS. Co,.stsh•
1* •.
6...,gar It 1*.•

04
0 SO`N Out

1964 CiNIC 2 Tot,Cos.
,
'
,ix.•Hos'
?Stood

S• ••

1.1

lie ,

vie • • 3.6. I3.'

•
(.3,61
"•.• -p kr
Jaw, Diser• 11300
f*C.• • Kilauea ,fi's
6 Hyo 1
A .0.10+1O FOKI Du At a Dann
'-"es • t rr, 0,,A
1.0
,
C01” 4725 W•torr •'4,St.K•Ol Ser •
Toole and S.pories

of, •

0
0.0*

• ,
r
0 .4

, pply. , • ,p

%
•
•

'• •

DENNIS BARD OWNER
Phone 502-3762101
Terme Itrictly Cash Or Caen*, a Check,An OM*,Chet re Slue' (1141 Apra %rad By
The ftrell164610nal Sank May9Sitid Ky And Accompartimegy An irrewor Ibis Bank
LOIN Addr•••041 To TA, First National Sank Or The Atiacton Co This is A OUST
Droy 01 Sato No((woman,Will to Ft•rnoveo From Sole Sato Untet Orow samarnanc
nos
61600!' NO 11CIPTIOWit, For Iltotutitr• troonnatson Contact r ranartoi
Illkonta. Pleat Notional genii daytime Ky Phone S021347 TS11

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER.

FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY

(502) 623 8466 or (502) 623-6939
'.1 ii II•f • ',II(( I .
..pl ,it ..Al I C IN 5I vi hat %TAMS
iikuld 14 TM Mliv I HO 011 1141 SI tuNe. 141•4 NSW

Pat./. 14 I Ht. Mt RR41.Li.. LEDGER II T1MLS. Moeda,.lamer,3. 1113

Retired Archbishop Howard dies

OBITUARIES
Mr. Matthews Mrs. True,92,
Mrs. Perkins' rites conducted
dies today;
The funeral for Mrs. W.A Perkins One
dies;funeral Mrs. Morris
Tina Perkins was Satur- daughter, Mrs. Wilma
rites planned Wednesday
day at 2 p.m. in the Hopkins.'preceded her in
dies today;
chapel
of Byrn Funeral death.
Mrs. Dulcy Farmer
Ma non 0 Matthews.
Survivors are three
Home,
Mayfield.
Kenton
12, Rt 8, died today at True, 92. Ill Guthrie Dr., rites Tuesday
daughters, Mrs. Gus AdMcAlpin officiated.
died Sunday afternoon at
Westview Nursing Home.

Murray. where she had
been a patient for past
five months. She was a
former resident of the
Austin Springs Community in Weekley County.
Tenn , before moving to
Murray six years ago
The deceased was a
member of the New
Salem Missionary Baptist Church Her husband,
William Grover True,
lied in 1976 She also was
preceded in death by one
son. Herbert True, two
sisters and three
brothers
Born March 8, 1890, in
Weakley County. Tenn
she was the daughter of
the
late, Richard
Frederick Fanner and
Martha -Motheral
Fanner
Mrs True 13 survived
by one daughter, Mrs.
Rachel Rickman, 811
Guthrie Dr . Murray:
three grandchildren.
seven greatgrandchildren. threegreat•greatgrandchildren. several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral
will be
Wednesday at 11 am
the

chapel

Dukedom,
'Rev
Rev

Tenn

G W

Rev.

J

Daniel

Pallbearers

Davis. J.W
ble

ed b!. one (Laughter. Mrs,
Mcl Loud,

Sarah

Memphis,
foster

West

Ark

one

Mrs

daughter,

Vada Bell, Park City, two
sons.

Joe

Hamlin.

B

Outland,

and

Outland.

David

C

Friendsville,

Tenn
Also

surviviru.; are

grandchildren

and

14

four

great-grandchildren
The

funeral

Tuesday at

2

will

p in

be

in Ihe

chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home

The Rev

J Burpoe will officiate
Music will
Baptist
with

be 1)) Grace

Church

I.eland

director

Choir

Peeler

and

as

Dwane

Jones as organist
Burial
Murra

will

follow

in

Memorial

Gardens

May call at the
funeral Inane after 4 p.m
Friends

toda%

Monday

'Crit' Brown
dies; funeral
on Tuesday
Wesley Writ I Brown,
90, Rt 1, Alm°. died Sun-

day at 6.05 p.m. at Long
Tenn Care Unit of Marshall County Hospital.
Benton.
The deceased was a

member of Dexter
Church of Christ and a
veteran of World War 1.
Born Oct. rt. 1662. in Tennessee, he was the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Brown.
Mr. Brown is survived
by one daughter, Mrs.
Joe iltonnie I Nelson, Rt.
I. Abno; two brothers,
Ben Brown, Rt. 1, Alm°,
and Burnice Brown, Cincinnati. Ohio.
Also surviving are two
Vanddaughters, Mrs.
Brenda Jones, Hardin.
and Mrs. Vickie Key, Rt.
-I. Murray; three greatgrandchildren
The funeral will be
Thbly at 1 p m in the
chapel of Linn Funeral
Home, Benton John
Hicks will officiate
Burial will follow in
Stewart Cemetery in
Calloway County
Friends may call from
3 to 9 p.m. today I Monday at the funeral home
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McCall, - Henry
Bynum. Ru-

Thomas,

Harvey

and Raymond.
Griffith. Burial will
follow in Pinegar
Cemetery in Graves
County
Ilonoho
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Stock market
Prices furnished byFirst
of Michigan. Woodman
Bldg

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

Services for Aubrey 0

Fitts were Saturday at 2
p m in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Horne John Dale
and the Rev Coy Garrett
officiated. Music was by
choir of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church
with Mrs R Q. Knight as
organist
Pallbrarers were Bobby Boyd, Gerald Boyd.
Ted
McC'uiston. Eurie
Garland, Gerald Fitts
and Mac Fitts. Burial
was in Murray City
i'ernetery.
Mr. Fitts.- 76. 705 Story
Ave died Thursday at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Neva
Mayfield, Rt. 8; one
sister, Mrs. Octie McCuiston, Rt. 5; three
sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Rhonda Fitts, Mrs. Van
Alice Fitts and Mrs.
Clara Fitts, Murray; two
grandsons., Keenan
Mayfield and wife, Susie,
and Ken Mayfield; greatgrandson, Scott Allen
Mayfield.

623 South 4th

till r1.1.1.1.111It1ll.1.1101

the

Hog market

Livestock market
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The Rev. Joseph Geary
officiated.
Burial was \th'!Wilsey
Cemetery.
Mrs. Elgin, 73, Beaten.
died Friday at 2 a.m. at
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. She
was a retired employee of
the Kroger Co. and a
member of i
Presbyterian Church in
St. Louis. Mo.
She is survived by her
husband, Orville A.
Elgin; one daughter,
Mrs. Carol Crane, Rolling
Meadows, HI.; one son.
Richard Elgin. San Francisco, Calif.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Hilda
Benoist, Whiting, Ind.;
one brother. Raymond
Edwards, Benton; four
grandchildren

Stokely Med

20 Lb.

69

Peaches

Potatoes

2/
1
2 Size
Hi-Dri

Paper
Towels

Dog Food

Bologna

4
25 Lb.

Coca-Cola
Sprite
Or
Tab

Poc
16 Oz,
Plus
Deposit

"

$1 19

3
2
9

1 lb.

Coca-Cola
Sprite
Or
Tab

$1 19

Final
Fabric
Softener
64 Oz.

Yellow Onions Lb. 15'

Trail Blazer

5

Mrs. Elgin's
funeral rites
held Sunday
Funeral services for
Mrs. Wilma 13. Elgin
were Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Unn
Funeral Home, Benton.
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9'

Two
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Turner

Flour
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Mary
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Sept 8.
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Burpoe will of-

Baptist

Born

3 p m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. John Hoover
and 0 D. McKendree officiated.
Bunal was in Rhodes
Cemetery.
Mr Murdock. 73: 809
South Third St., Mayfield.
died Friday at 6:59 p.m.
at Community Hospital
there. He was a retired
carpenter.
•
Survivors include his
wife,- Mrs Erma Murdock: fOur sisterK-Mrs.
Beulah
McClain, Mrs.'
Ardell Hutchens, Mrs.
Grace -Doran and Mrs.
Opal Hanehne; Mayfield;
one brother, William
Buford Murdock, Pottsville.

Howard said told the
pope that he felt exiled by
old age. "but you accept
it asGod's will."
Numerous news stories
written about him before
he retired noted' that he
walked to his office
whenever weather pernutted

Jackson .

Home.

charter meridx-r of Grace
Church

Friends may. call from
6 to 9 pm tonight Monday I at the funeral home

Mr. Murdock
funeral rites conducted

John Paul II, who phoned
Howard in 1879 during a
papal visit to the United
States.
"He wished me a happybirthday and congatulated me on being the
oldest living Catholic
prelate in the world,"
Howard recounted later.
"It was a very great thrill
for me."

Joe Williamson, the

Durrell

Mrs Birdie Outland.
91, 1Taiulin. dIed Suriday
at
a in at Murray._
w a --Yff rOIry
I Her husband.
the
J C Outland.
died Ma!, 5,1970
1 he deceased
Was a

Bar,nett Cemetery in
Marshall County.

dis) ,Barclay and Mrs.
Virgil Aden, Upton.
Mayfield. and MTh. Freddie Iieani Arington,
Wickliffe; two sons,
She was the widow of Larry D Perkins, Dexter, and Keith Perluns,
Mayfield.
Also surviving are one
sister. Mrs. Nora
Johnson, Utica, Mich.
one . brother. Herman
Easter), Clinyon; 15
Final rites for Nolan grandchildren; '13 great_
Murdock were Sunday at grandchildren.
Burial was in North Mt
Zion Cemetery.
Mrs Perkins. 75.
Mayfield. died Wednesday at 6 p.m. at her home.

Mass and other liturgical
ceremonies.
-Of all the bishop, in
the United States, he was
the precursor of the solid
changes that have' been
made ... in the true spirit
of renewal." the late
Bishop Joseph G.
Dougherty of Yakima.
Wash., said at the 1966
observance of the 60th anniversary of Howard's ordination.
Howard was head of the
Portland Archdiocese
from 1916 to 1966. He once
said that since 1924 he
had spoken privately with
all the popes except John
Paul I.
Included was his
telephone conversation
with the current Pone

tacky imif
Chef-Way Cooking

Oil

48 Oz.

Ile

169

Apple
Sauce

I ti CI

Mrs. Outland
dies Sunday;
rites Tuesday

of

Funeral

Mrs Grace Morris, 64.
Rt. 1, Hardin, died today
at 4'05 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital. Benton.
The deceased VIALS •
member of the Olive Baptist Church. Born Feb.20.
1898, she was the
daughter of the late
Charlie Barnett and
Margaret Gold Barnett
MOMS LS survived
M
by one daughter, Mrs
Marelle Myers. and one
sister, Mrs Evelyn
Henderson, Rt I. Hardin; one brother. John
Barnett, Rt 4, Benton
Also surviving are two
grandchildren, Mrs
Wyrnena Brown, Ht 3,
Murray. and Gerald
Myers, Rt. 1. Hardin;
four great-grandchildren
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 3 p m in the
chapel of Linn Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev.
James Hale and the Rev
A.M. Johnson will officiate
Bonal will follow in the

!1;1

2:15 a m. at his borne. His
wife. Mrs Mary E Matthews. died Feb 18, 1973.
The deceased was a
member of Elm Grove
Baptist Church He was a
retired machinist for
Standard Oil
Born Jan 5, 1900, in
Kentucky. he was the son
of the late Manuel Matthews and Freddie Burch
Matthews
Survivors include one
daughter. Mrs Walton
Electa Fulkerson, Rt
1, A lnio , one son. Edwin
Darrell Matthews, Kettering, Ohio. six grandchildren, two greatgrandchildren
Also surviving are one
sister. Mrs. Nannie Mat=_ _theses„ _Vzfipzant. four
brothers, Ira Matthews.
FalLi of Rough. Johnny
Matthews. Cadiz, Raleigh
Matthews. Varmint, and
Marcus- Matthews. Fordsville
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p in in
the chapel of J fi Churchill Funeral Home The
Rev. Calvin Wilkins will
officiate
Burial will follow in
Elm Grovi• Cemetery
Friends may call at the
funeral home after noon'
on Tuesday

BEAVERTON. Ore.
- Retired Archbishop Edward D.
Howard, the world's
sided Raman Catholic
prelate who was known
as an advocate of change
within the church, has
died at the aged 105.
Howard headed the
church in western Oregon
for 40 years. He died Sunday night at Maryville
Nursing Home,church officials announced.
During the 1962 Second
Vatican Council in Rome,
which he attended at age
85. Howard established a
reputation as a leader
among those Catholic officials who advocated
replacing Latin with vernacular languages in the
Ap)
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